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Toe Legi lative Council, which is composed of five Senator six Representatives,
and tbe presiding officers of the two houses 1 serves as a continuing research agency or
the legislature through the maintenance of a trained staff. Between sessions, research
activities are concentrated on the tud} of relative y broad problem formally proposed
by legislators, and the publ'cation and distrihutiou of factual reports 10 aid in their
solution.

Durmg the session , the empha. i is on su plying legislators, on indlvidual
request) with personal memoranda, providing them with information needed to handle
their own legislative problem , Reports and memoranda both give pertment data in th
form of fact , figure , argument , and alternatives, without these involving definite
recommendations for action. Fixmg upon d finite policie , however, is facilitated by
tbe facts provided and the form in which they are presented.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
November 21, 1958

Senator Ray B. Danks
Colorado Legislative Council
Denver 2, Colorado
Dear Senator Danks;

Transmitted herewith is the report of the Legislative Council
Conrnittee on laws Relating to Children pursuant to House Joint Resolution
No. 11 (1957), and House Joint Resolution No. 11 (1958). This report
covers juvenile probation, juvenile parole, the emotionally disturbed
juvenile, and certain changes in the laws pertaining to adoption,
dependency, delinquency, and relinquishment.
Sincerely yours,

/s/ Representative Elizabeth Pellet,
Chairman

Committee on Laws Relating to Children

,
l

FOREWORD

This study was made under the provisions of House Joint Resolution No. 11
passed at the first session of the F'orty-first General Assembly. This resolution
directed the Colorado Legislative Council to appoint a cornmi ttee to make a study
of child welfare in Colorado including~
1) the needs of children which can be controlled or improved 'uy legislative
enactment, "d th special er,1phasi s on those children who are dependent, neglected, or
delinquent; and

2) the laws affectin~ children, includin~ the operation and effect of existing
laws and the exu tence of coni'lic ting, obsolete, or r.i therwi se undesirable laws.

House Joint .Resolution 1o. 11 passed at the second session of the l<'orty-first
General Assembly added two more mc1 tters to be considered by the Legislative Council
Cotnmi ttee on Children's Laws. 'lhese were:: 1) the need for a sh te-wide prog;ram
for juvenile probation services; and 2) the adequacy of other court services for
ha.r1dling juveniles.
The pas sa r,e of tr,e 1957 re so lu ti on marked ihe con ii nua tion of the children I s
laws study for the third successive two year period. The children's laws study
was first authorized in 1953 and was one of the Colorado Legislative Council's first
research projectso
Pursuant to the terms of the resolution, the chairman of the Legislative Council
appointed the followinr committee to continue the vork on ch1ldren 1 s laws for the
1CJ57-1958 biennium: Representative Elizabeth Pellet, ldco 1 Chairman; Senator George
Brown I Denver i Sena tor Carl Fulghumj Glenwood Springs; Rep re sen ta ti ve &I th Clark 1
Fort Collins; llepresentative Rew Mary Taylor 1 Palisade; Hrs. Evelyn Cohen, Denver;
and Mrs. Dorothy Thompson, Boulder.
Harry 0., La;,snn~ Senior Research Analyst on the Legislative Council staff, was
assigned the primary responsib11i t.v for the staff work on the study, and Professor
Homer Clark 1 University of Colorado Law School, served as le~al consultant to the
committee.,
The comm.i tte e ~ s study during 105, and 1958 ,!as c once n tra ted on the following
subjects: 1) juvenile probation service,; 2) juvenile parole services;
3) emotionally disturbed juveniles: an1 4) other statutory changes related to
adoption, dependency, re li nq uishmen t 1 and de 1i nq uency o
In carrying out this study proRram, the committee is indebted to Dr. Ellis
Graham, Director, lJi vision of Hental Hc,alth and Special Ins ti tu tions 1 State Department of Education; Miss ~ r ie Smith~ Director, Child Welfare Division, State
Department of Public Welfare: Joseph Spangler, Consultant, Western Office, National
Probation and Paro le f.s soc ia tion; and Mr., Edward Grout, Ar:, ting Di rec tor, State
Department of Parole for their advice and consultationo The committee also wishes
to express its appreciation to the many county judges and other public officials,
both state and local, for their assistance during the course of the studyo
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In ma kin~ the study, thv cormni ttee held Sf•ven meetings around the sfr te to
find out at first hand local proulems am: to receive rccommenda tions rcr.z.rc.ing
juvenile probation and parole, emotionally disturbec1. juveniles, and other statutory
rev1s1ons. '1hese meetings were held in Alamosa, Denver, Durc>_ngo I F'ort Norran,
Golden, Grand Junction, and 1'ueblo and were ;:i ltendec1 by a total of almo.r.t 300 people,

Invited to meet Fi th the comr:ii Ltee at these meetir.rs ,.tere co. nty juc~g-es and
prob<1tion officers, 1.i,-, enforc8mer,t or!'ic~rs 1 welfare and school ofricials,
psychiatri_.:-ts :'•\r1 psycholo'.".i.st.c;, mini,;ters and representati.vc~- 0f church p·01cc1s,
and in tere,, tee: t,.f people. lhe se mee tinr:s not only provided the com::i tico ,..,_j th a
pie ture of tf-,,, nroblems in e;ach ar<:!a, but procluced nIB JJ.Y of thC' rccomr.1er.Lla "~h1n!'",
included i:1 this report,

October

:n,

r~.•le C. l';y le
Lirector
Co lo rcF o Le,:,:i :; lcJ. ~ i \. e :::>1l; nc i 1

l!l~:iS
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ECOMNlWOATIONS

Juven le 1robation

l) An est· ma cd 4 •050 juveni e delinquency cases 1:rere heard by Colorado
juvenile and county courts j o 1. 57 t with 2,557 juveniles placed on probation.
elinq_uency i not just a 0enver metropolitan area problem as shown by the fact
that 16 count1e~ had ah gher incidence o delinquency in relation o popu ation
than did Dcm·er. Ten of h se counties have ess than 25,000 population.
2)
he .-tatutes
be emplove~ 10 all of
Denver. 1.h(• statutes
to $1200 per year in

lim1

re number of full time prolJ, iion officers which may
the 12 counties w·th more than 25,000 population except
also lim.1 the salary which may b paid a probation of icer
he 51 counties w1 th less than 2- tOOO popula ion.

3) Only eight co·nties had one or mot·e full time probation officers in 1957 - Adams, Boulder, C1m·er ·1 l'a o, Jefferson, Las Animas, Hesa 1 and uelJlo. Four of
the com ties n h mo e than 2 000 population and all o the 51 counties with less
than 25 ,ooo population had e1 ther part time 1 usually untrained, p ol.)a tion of icers
in 1957 nr no probation officer a all.
4) In mos lar~e co un 1es t: h a lea ·t one full tim prol.Jation officer, the
juvenile prol.>r1 L1 on case loads are larg enough to substantiate additional officers
to provi.<"le allequa e s pervision. The larRe counties wi thoL1t full time proba lion
offic rs have sufticien case loarls to ju t f the emplnymcn of at leas one such
off' cer. Mo~t of the SITlilll counti •s do not have case loads to justify a full time
probation officer 1n earn county.

5) Annual proba ion cos s a e a.:>0ut one tenth of the expense of maintaining
a Juvenile in an · n: i tu tinn for a vear. Juvenile probation ha a greater potential
or deterrinl?: youngs ers from becoming habi tua 1 viol~ lors than either ins i utional
commi bnen t or juvem le pa ·o e.
fi)
Juv nile probation ervices should be strengthened ·o provide quallf'ed
probati npe sc>nnel in suf 1cien quantity throughout he slate.

7)

Elimination of rresent stalutorv

estrictions on the number of' probation
a ary in SITIEl 1 counties will nut be
suff1c1enl to a sure improvement in I robation services. 1here i- consl.derable
reluctance at the ·ocal level to spend money for Juvemle proba ion services

officers 1n the larie counties and a nual

Recommendations

1) Control and responsib1 ity of the juvenile probation program should
remain with the county or Juvenile jud e
2) Leg1sla tive res tr ctions oo the number of proba L· on o f.1.cers and their
salar1 es should be remowd o

V

3)

Counties should be al o ed

o group together for the purpose of providing

juvenile probation servi c es

4)
month

State aid up to one-half of each probation officers salary or $200 a
or each probation of icer l:·hichever is less, should be provided if the

following conditions are met:
a. Each county or group o
by the last federal censu;
b.,

Fach proba. tion o

counties must have a population of 25,000

leer for whom state aid is de ired shall meet the
established by the Personnel D.lI'ector of Stale

qua if "cations for the position a
Civil ervice Connnissiono

5) Juvenile or countJ oourts shall transfer records of any juvenile on
probation who chan es his coun ,V of rcs1.d ce to the Juvenile or count y oou~t of
that probation
the county to which that Jtwenile has moved, along with a re.que
upervision be assumed by that courto
Juvenile Parole

Findings
1) 1'he success of a juvenile parole program depends on
a) elease on parole
at the time .he juven1le i considered best able o adJust outside the institution;
b) pre-parole planning to assure tha the juv nile is not being returned o a bad
environment and to develop a work or school program for him prior tu release; and
c) proper parole superV1.s1on by a qualified parole of icer hose case load is small
enough to permit trequen contacts ~ith the JU en"le and h1s amily.

2) Parol.e release at the uveniLe institutions s ba ed primarily upon the
Juvenile's good behavior and adJus meot to the institution 1 s program
These criteria
are not necessarily an ind1ca t on of parole readiness.
h.1le pre-parole planning is
done by the institutions 10 some cases too often the Juvenile is paroled, unannounced
and unsupervised to the same environment which contributed to his delinquency originally
3)

A lack of a suff1c1en

number of juvenile parole officers has resulted in

inadequate supervision
~nere are only two parole officers or 420 parolees from
the tate Industrial School for lioys and only one parole officer for 100 parolees
from the State I a·n ng School for Girl5~

4) Strengthelll.ng of th parole release process, pre--parole planni ~, and para e
supervision. are all necessary for the tnprovement of the juvenile parole program
Insofar as po sible these related functions should be handled by one agency. While a good
argument can be made for re ta i.ning par o e as a resµonsiuili
o the juvemle
nstitutions, a more sah factory so ution ,-; ould be the creab.on of a separa e parole
O

agency aod professional parole board.
5) The l..lilprovemen of the parole program is directly related to improvement in
the 1nstitution.al programs and both ~ould benefit from having a strong central agency

V1

responsible for the adtnin.istration and developinen

of ins itutional programs and

facilities.
Recommend<:\

ons

1) A division of Juvenile parole should be establ shed \·, · hin the Department
of Ins i tu ions, to \Je tarr-ed by a d
dor or parole and s..tCh quali.£ied juvenile
parole officers as are nece sary to supervise more than 500 juv nile parolees

2) Une pa,ole or icer should reside a Golden and on at orrison, tu provide
liaison between the ins ti tutfons a nil the pa le program, and these ·o officers should
develop pre parole plans with the assis ance of the institu ional professional staffs.
3) Fie u officers shou
visit the 1nsl1 utions ~t interval
acquain ed with the 1nma tes and the institutional programs

to become

4) A part time professional Juvenile parole board should be created to determine release of Juvenile parolees; suah a parole board should cons1 t of one member
of the prof~ssional s aff o the Departmen of Education, the Child Welfare Division,
&nd the Uepartment of nsti ~t1ons wi h the director of tha Juvenile Parole Division
ser,ri11r

· oifh,.10

5) Parole release should be <leternuned by this board by review of professional evaluations and reco11ID1endat1ons prepared by the institution classification
committees and upon the recommenda ons o -the superintendents of the respective
JUVen.Lle ins 1t tions.
The Emotiona

y D1stu,rbed Juve

le

1) The development o an adequate p~ogram for diagnosing and treating
emo 1oually disturbed juveniles reqlll..res over-all plannin
proper alloca ion of
profe sional personne , and the establishment of priorities for constructing
necessary physical facilities
2) A ailabihty of d.iagnosh.c servi.ces has improved c ns·derably since the
creation of the D1ag
i Gente~ at the n versity f Co~orado Med1cal School and
·1.th the ~row h ol community mental heal th clinicso Uowever, the expansion of
reatmept services has not ke t pace w1 h the need.
3) The re1atively recent creation and growth of connnun1ty mental. health clinics
have made it poss1ble for many youngsters to receive outpatient treatment. These
c ·mes are unable, because of sta f and financial l1nutat10ns, to meet the demands
for such services .. Consequently, each c 'n1c has long waiting lists for outpatient
treatment.
everal area of the state do not as vet have comnunity c ·nics, even
~au~ there 1s a demonstrated need for themo
4) The Juvenile ins ti tt ion are moving 1.n the direct.ion of treatmen oriented
programs
Progre s has not yet been made o the poirtt ·hat therapy can be provided
to a~y great degree for the emotiona ly disturbed Juveniles committed to themo
vii

5)

has no instilution which provides intensive inpatient treatnrent

Colorad

for eriously di i.urbed juvem es aithough such treatment is recommended in
20 to 30 per cen of the D·agno 1c Cen er refe.ra:s.
5) Inpa 'bent fac1.1i ties arc rmportan , bu , b causP 01 he xpense a ad the
professional personnel needed very few Juveniles could be treated in this way
tn thout sac ificiag other important parts of he over-all program
It woul.d co t
an estimated 200,000 to b ild such"' f c,JJ.. 1.o reat 25 youngsters, and the
annual cc st of operation oulct b appro 1ma tely $250,000
.r!any youngsters would
need such trea ment for
·o
fi•e •ear.

Day care cente s offer one olutio
'lhere are e e a.!. advantages to Ins krnd o
7)

to the cost of inpa hent tr a tment.,
reatment

a) I
s le s expensive. lhe cos
f constructing and operating day- care
ce ters 1 one.third o one-half less than for 1.npatien
c
ers.
b)

I

1.,;an be operated t t th a smaller staff han
fac ~ consideri g he shor a -e of

center - an importan

ct

inpa lient treatment

rofess1onal personnel.

c) l. :allows the Juverule o rema1n in h ' s O\-n e "~irorunent ~:hen suit.able,
ther b• 1t1a.1.n a1nin,. £am.ily ties and a aniill.a so ~J wituation. lf he home
env rorunep ts uo l sui tabla
os er home p a<.ement can b ,;ubs ti u. ed which would
u.11 g ve the Juvenile the be e it of a more normal oc.J.al s uation whjle undergoing tr .a men •
d)

lDpa ient

l L can rurrush a .

the treaLmen

me hods used in mental ho pi als and

enterso

8) Tue earl.ier that d:. u t d younf!Stcrs can be 1.den i ied and treated, the
be ler he cha e ol he' pin
h m. l'h _ lon er
.iuvenil s go 1-,i thou t help, the
es., chance th •r:e · s o doin a thing
r the
t ough long-term · n ens ve
, nd e'--pen.sive trea mento Many f th m begin a
d linquen and cr1111.1.nal
behavior -rh · c 1 usua :1 has J t em.ii nr; 10 ro inem,
or many year , ao at considerb e expe ~e
.n 1 ndus tr a 1 s ho 1 , reformatorie::; and pelli tentiaries.

Recommendation•,
)

More ef!ec 1vc use

hou d

e made oi

er

c~s and

a ;l1tie

oranuni ty

houl.d I e
egiona"l c 1:u
shc•ul
C ra A 5em y should cons
o comnn.t 1 ly • i
r-o <\
2)

Emr.,has s

cll.n1cs.

3)

Es a\J1.1 shmen

o

1111'

ta e aid

be the r · rst ~tep in providing
of a rlay c re cen er should

a da, •

a .state 1..npa ·ien1' trea m n t pro
be re a ed t an P.xpa si)n of

4)

Expansion of th

0

D1i

r oup c., r:e i-,rogra n.

o

C

ies. 'Ihere ittle
as treatment f~cil ties are not adequa
re tment faci

1

noi available.

avelopment of
services as 1.ong
diagnosed

•

EventuaJ yap rmanent diag ostic cen er should be estau 'she
or coo1dination of diagnostic and t:reatme □ services •

in the best location

Es ablishment of a resid~ntial treatment center should be one part of the
to al program for emotiona 1

disturbed juveru.les.

6) l'he number of a enc1es and 1n ti uh.ons involved 111 prov1.ding mental
heal 1.h services makes coord:i.na lO of ac ivi lies and join program planning
impera ive to vnid dupl1 a~Lon of effort and misallocation of personnel and
re ou ces
J l 1 ne1 he necessary o feasibl that the total program be under
the direct· LHI r•I o

over-all

dcpartm n .

However, steps should be taken to develop an

n. 1 utional pro ram

7} 1'h D1ay ost1.c Geu er shou d be con -inue on the curren basis until
de ails oI :p1 over-a
program or emoti oaliy disturbed juveniles ar worked out.
8)

- udv should be made and cC1nsiderat·on g-ive

of he st~te cli dren·s home
and reatmenL center.

to changing the function

The home might be used as a

Other Recommend.a

erman n , diarnostic

ons

Reb oqu1shmen
1, l\mend 22-5-J CRS .1.9:'>3 by add 1 ng a c lau ·e ~,h Leh s a c lha t al 1 relinquishmu l be made in accordan e ;-, th the rel.t qtnshmert statu .es except for noluntar;,' relin4u1 hment
pr"vided or in the dependenc-y 1atutes

ment

2) Amend 22-5-4 CR~ 1~53 ogive the county court discretion as to whether to
o 1.fy the hu ·band of a ·woman "~ho has a child aJ.legedly born as a resUl of an
extram~rital re ationsh1p

3) Am m 22-5 6 and 22 -6 C1l 1953 to require tha auv publi~ or private
child placement a~enc.y given cus ody of a chlld for adoption place111ent by the court
mu t nob y the couz· of the t.fit1 mate d spoai tion of tl-1e ch ld

,
1\mend 4 1 7 C
o prov · d for fa ter adop lion ear ngs by adding a
sect1.on c, he effec
•hen .he fl€' 1. oner 1s no a re]a ti v or a
epparent of
the ch1ld u be adop e
t1 peLtJC,n shall le fi ed nc. la·.,r than 10 days af er the
date on 1·h.1 h "Lie chLld · s 1 s placed jn he adop iv-e home
The court shall then
i:x a a e for heo1ring no less than 30 rlc:1ys af er lhe fil .lrlg of the peh hon.

Dep

ncy

nd

)

CUS 1
.o pr(jv de ano er method of' disposition
awards of tempora · custody to e made by the cour.

.Amend 22--1-

cases by allo~'"1.ng

dependency

Delinquency

l} Amend 22-8-1-(2) CRS 1953 to prov~de a moder. definiti.on of oelinquency
and to set f th clear y tl1a one act of del nquency cons itutes del "nquency

ix

2)

than 18

Amend 1-05-1-7 CRS 1953 to change the corrani tment age at Golden to less
ears of age, instead of less than 16 years of age.

3) Amend 22-8-1 antl 22-8-11 CR 1953 o tha all deljnquency decree
provisions ar deleted from 22-8-1 and set forth clearly in 22-8-11.
4) Amend 105-1-8 and 105-2-31 CRS 1953 to eliminate the authority of the
boys' school and ~irls 1 school to return incorrigible youngsters to the courts
which committed them to those institutions.

X

i
At the present time only 12 oounties are able to employ full time probation
officers. These inolude all the seoond class counties and the City and Cqunty of
Denver. El Paso and Pueblo are the cnly two counties whioh fall in the 70 1 000 to
100,000 bracket by the last federal census. The other Class II counties with more
than 26,000 and less than 70,000 population 1nolude1 Adl!llils, Arapahoe, Boulder,
J6fferson, Larimer, Laa Animas, Mesa, Otero, a.nd Weld.
Present population estimatesl indicate that the 1960 cenaua will show the
following county populations1
(1)

Over 100,000 population - Denver, El Paso, Jefferson, Pueblo, and
possibiy Arapahoe;·

(2)

70,000 to 100,000 population - Adams and Weld1 and

(3)

26,000 to 70,000 population - Boulder, Larimer, Las Animas, Mesa and
Otero. (It is possible that I,as Animas may drop slightly below 26,000)

Pr~sent county population trends indicate that not one of the 61 smaller
counties, now limited by statute to an annual probation officer salary or 11,200,
will have grown enough to have more than 26,000 population by the 1960 oensus.
Possibly four, counties-- Arapahoe, El Paso, Jerferson and Pueblo-- would be eligible
to have separate juvenile courts, and two (Adame and Weld) could employ five probation
officers instead of two. The status of the other five Class II counties would remaiu
the same, except that Las Animas might fall short of 25,000 in the next census.

Of the 12 counties with more than 25,000 population, four have yet to employ
Three of the
other eight counties employ more than one probation officer-• Denver, El Paso and
Pueblo. The remaining five counties have one full time probation officer - Adame,
Boulder, Jefferson, Las Animas,and Mesa.
a full time probation officer - Arapahoe, Larimer, Otero, and Weld.

Delinquency and Probation in Colorado in 1957
Figures on the number of delinquency cases before the court, as well as the
~umber of juveniles placed on probation, are necessary before an evaluation oan be
made as to the adequacy of present probation statutes. Unfortunately, prior to 1968
there was no central collection of data dealing with juveniles before the courts,
although the Denver Juvenile Court and a few of the larger county courts compiled
these statistics for their own case loads. Confronted with this lack of information,
the Children's Laws Committee. in cooperation with the Child Welfare Division of the
State Department of Welfare and the County Judges Association, set up a comprehensiTe
juvenile statistical reporting system. This statistical program has two goala1 (1)
the compilation of data on juvenile cases before the courts in the past few years,

1.

Estimates of the State Planning Division as of July, 1957.
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with emphasis on 1967, and (2) the creation or a current, continuous reporting
system on juvenile oases. The inauguration or this program marks the rirst time
any state-wide collection of juvenile court data in Colorado has been made.
1l'J. f 4.-;y-four counties provided the oommi ttee with this information for 1967. Statietioa
for four other counties were obtained from questionnaires mailed to all county
courte by Dietriot Judge Jamee Noland, Durango, Chairman of the Colorado Judioial
Council Committee on County Courts. Counties for which no information was available
from either source included Costilla, Douglas, Otero, Pitkin, and Rio Grande.
These data on juvenile case load and probation are the most accurate that can
be developed for 1967. There are three reasons, however, why they might not be a
correct measure of delinquenoy and prqbation. First, many judges hold informal
hearings on leas serious ·oases. Because·of incomplete record keeping on these
oases~ there ia no assurance that all these cases have been reportedo Second,
inform.al probation may result from these infonnal hearings upon agreement between
the judge and the juvenile's parentso Again there is no assurance that all these
cases have been reportedo Third, many juveniles whose aots might oonstitute
delinquency if brought to oourt are shortstopped by the sheriff, local police
department, or district attorney's officeo Thie practice is fairly widespread,
according to information received by the Children's Lawe Committee at its regional
meeting".
"Even with these shortcomings, the committee believes the information shown in
Table I provides an adequate index of the delinquency problem in Colorado in 1967,
TABLE I

Juvenile Delinquency Cases
and Number of Juveniles Placed on Probation

By County for 1957

County
Adame

Alamosa
Arapahoe
Archuleta
Baca
Bent
Boulder
Chaffee

Cheyenne
Clear Creek

Po:eula ti onl

304
22

75~000
11»000
95~000
3,000
7,800

94
0
1

8,800
60,000
79200

4

55

18

3»300
3,400

-

Number of
Delin9uency Cases 3

0
3

3 -

Number Placed
on Probation2
200
6

94a
0

l

1
33
13
0
2

!••-

.,

TABLE I
Continued

County
Conejo•
Costilla
Crowley
Custer

Population!

Number of
Delinquency Casea,

Humber Pl&oed
on Probation2

10,000

19

10

6,000

b

6,100
1,500
18,000

3
0

b
!
0

33

6

1,244

863
b

4,700

0
b
2

4,300

0

0

El Pa.so

118,000

418

Fremont

19t300

77

12,600

2

2

850

60

31

4,100

3

3

Delta

Denver
Dolores
Douglas
Eagle
Elbert

Garfield
Gilpin
Grand

Gunnison
Hinsdale
Huerfano
Jackson
Jefferson

616,000
2,100
4,100

6,800
276
9,800
2,100
105,000

0

2
300°

71

0

0

0

0
19
2

46
2

193

100°

Xiowe.
Kit Carson

Z,800
8,300

0

0

2

Lake
La Pla.ta

7,600

18

0
12

20,300
49,600

31

24,300
6,600
21,100

70
0
18

63,200

164

16
60

650

0

0

6,700
12,200

22

12

30

13

Larimer

Las Animas
Lincoln
Logan
Mesa
llineral

Moffat
Montezuma
Montrose

Morgan
Otero

76

22,200

32
39

26,800

b

16,400
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22
40

69
D

13

36
b

I

t

!

TABLE I
Continued

>

county

Populationl

Number of
Delinquenoy Ca.sea3

Number Placei
on Probation

12

Park
Phillips

2,100
1,800
4,800

Pitkin

2,300

4
b

Prowers

14,800

14

b
11

116JOOO

636

377

4,800
12,900
8,900
5,200

5
b
20
13

4

19
10

2

2

2
8

1

Ouray

Pueblo
Rio Blanco
Rio Grande
Routt
Sague.ohe

San Juan
San Miguel
Sedgwick

Summit
Teller

19300
2,900
4,900
1,200
2,800

4
4
2

7

b

6

1

l

14

6

7D3QQ

6

6

75p 500
1QD5QQ

98

64

2

1

58 Counties

l.i,628 0 576

3,927

2,652

Projected Tote.l
63 Counties

1,679,675

4.,050

2,A60

Washington
Weld
Ywna

Total

1.

Estimated by the State Planning Division as of Ju.ly, 1967.

2.

As reported to the Legida_tive Council unless otherwise indicatedo

a~
b,
c.

As reported on Judge Noland's County Court questionnaire.
Did not reporto
Estimated - includes unofficial probation or cases continued unofficially.

These data on juvenile delinquency cases in Colorado courts in 1967 show that
delinquency is not a problem limited mainly to Donver and the other metropolitan
areaso Denver and the Class II counties had the greatest number of case&J hD'll'ever,
many of the smaller counties had a higher incidence of delinquency than the larger
ones when compared with estimated county population and with school population for
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the 1956-57 yearo Sixteen counties had a higher incidence of delinquency in 1957 in
relation to population than did Denveri Adams, El Paso, Las Animas, Mesa, and Pueblo
were the only Class II counties in this group. The others were Chaffee, Fremont,
Gilpinj Huerfano, Jackson, Moffatp Montezuma, Ouray, Park, Saguachei and Teller.
Eleven counties also showed a higher incidence of delinquency than Denver in
1957, when compared with school population.2 Included in this group were these Class
II counties: Adams, El Paso, Pueblo, and the following smaller counties; Fremont,
Gilpin~ Huerfano, Jackson, Moffat, Ourayv Park, and ffashingtonQ
Probation proved the type of disposition most used in juvenile delinquency
cases in 1957. Information covering 3,769 case dispositions was compiled by the
committee. Sixty-eight per cent of that total were probation placements; 16 per
cent were dismissed; 11 per cent resulted in institutional commitments; and 6 per
cent were disposed of in some other way, eogo, a fine and restitution of damage or
loss, transfer to a social agency for counseling, or case work services.
If the 594 dismissals are subtracted, probation was the recommended disposition
in 80 per cent of the cases in which a finding of delinquency was made~ The extensive
use of probation by Colorado county and juvenile judges places emphasis on the need
for qualified juvenile probation officerso
Juvenile Probation Personnel
Only eight counties had at least one full time probation officer in 1957. These
counties - Adams, Boulder, Denver, El Paso, Jefferson, Las Animas, Mesa, and Pueblo handled 75 per cent of the juveniles placed on probation in 19570
The fact that almost 2 9 000 of the juveniles placed on probation in 1957 were
placed under the supervision of a full time probation officer does not mean necessarily
that such supervision was adequate. Assuming that all of these full time probation
officers were qualified~ the size of their case loads~ in most instances, was too
large to allow sufficient time for the contact and guidance of each juvenile placed
under their supervisiona
The optimum size of a probation officer's case load depe'nds on skills of the
officer~ amount of time involved in travel 1 kinds and extent of clerical services
available~ and quality of supervision provided ea-ch officer. 3 In general, 50
juvenile probationers is recognized as an ideal optimum case load per officer. That
number may be too high if the worker is also preparing social histories or is
responsible for administrative or other assigned duties.

2.
3o

4o

School census of all persons between the ag~s of six and 21 made by the State
Department of Educationo
Standard for Specialized Courts Dealing with Children prepared by the Children's
Bureau, UaS~ Depta of Health 9 Education 1 and Welfare in Cooperation with the
National Probation and Parole Association and the National Council of Juvenile
Court Judgesi 1954 9 po71~
Ibid.

~
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The number of juveniles placed on probation in 1957 does not reflect the actual
number of juveniles on probation during the yearo Many times juveniles are placed
on probation for a two-year period; consequently, many youngsters placed on
probation in 1956 were still under supervision in 1957. Considering only the number
of juveniles placed on probation in 1957 9 most of the eight counties with a full time
probation officer did not have a staff of sufficient size to keep case loads at
reasonable levels.
Adams County had one full time probation officer for 200 juveniles placed on
probation in 1957.
El Paso County had four full time probation officers for an estimated 300
juveniles placed on probation in 1957.
Jefferson County had one full time probation officer for an estimated 100
juveniles on probation 1n 19570
Pueblo County had three full time probation officers for 377 juveniles placed
on probation in 19S7o

Ill

l

I

The average case load for the probation officers of the Denver Juvenile Court
was 125 for boys and 100 for girlso Boulder, Las Animas, and Mesa counties had few
enough juveniles placed on probation in 1957 to be handled by one full time probation
officer, provided a great deal of time was not required for travel. Juvenile
probationers carried over from the previous year would increase these case loads
beyond the number which could be handled adequately by one probation officer.
Data for three of the four Class II counties with part time probation officers
in 1957 show that 94 juveniles were placed on probation in Arapahoe County, 40 in
Larimer, and 64 in Weld. Arapahoe arrl Weld counties had one part time probation
officer, and Larimer had two.
All of the 51 counties with less than 25 1 000 population had pa rt time 1 and
usually untrained, probation officers in 19570 Information available for 45 of
these counties shows the following~5
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

50

in 19 counties there is no probation officer;
in 17 counties the sheriff serves as a part time probation officer;
in two counties attorneys serve as part time probation officers;
in two counties teachers serve as part time probation officers;
in two counties the district court probation officer serves as a part time
probation officer,
in one county an auto dealer serves as a part time probation officer;
in one county a justice of the peace serves as a part time probation
officer; and
in one county the county court clerk serves as a part time probation officer.

From the questionnaire filled out by county judges for District Judge James Noland
and supplemented by the regional meetings of the Legislative Council Committee
on Children 1 s Laws.,
- 7 ..

1•
The 19 oounties6 with no probation officer had a total of 110 delinquenoy oases
in 1961, with 81 juveniles placed on probation. Presumably the judge in these counties
handled probation supervision or else this responsibility we.a given to a volunteer
probation officer in the county.
The 17 counties in which the sheriff serves as a P,&rt time probation offioer 7
had a total of 130 delinquency cases in 1967, with 63 juveniles placed on probation.
The nine oountiea8 in which part time probation services were provided in some other
way had 404 delinquency cases in 1~67, with 264 placed on probation.
These 45 smaller counties with either a part time probation offioer. or none.
had a total of 644 delinquency oases in 1967 (16 per cent of the state total),with
388 juveniles placed on probation (16 per cent of the state total). Excluding
dismissals, probation was granted in 72 per cent of the juvenile oase dispositions
in the 46 small counties as compared with 82 per cent in the eight counties with
at least one i'ull time probation officer.
Juvenile Probation Neads
Analysis or the statistical data on juvenile delinquency and probation led tha
Legislative Council Committee on Children's Laws to these concluaions1
1)

2)

3)

6.
7.

e.

in most large counties with at least one full time juvenile probation
officer, the juvenile probation case loads are so large that it is
extremely difficult to provide adequate services without an increase
in staff;
the large counties without full time probation officers have sufficient
case loads to justify the employment or at least one such officer; and
the small counties do not have trained people (some have none at all)
supervising juvenile probation. The juvenile probation case loads in
most of these counties are not large enough to justify a full time
probation officer; therefore, it would be necessary to group these smaller
counties in order to provide adequate juvenile probation services.

Baca, Bent, Chaffee, Conejos, Crowley, Custer, Dolores, Eagle, Elbert, qrand,
Gunnison, Hinsdale, Jackson, Lake, Mineral, Hie Blanco, Routt, &.guach~, and
San Miguel.
Archuleta, Cheyenne, Clear Creek, Delta, Kiowa, Kit Carson, Moffat, Ouray,
Park, Phillips, Prowers, San Juan, Sedgwick, Summit, Teller, Washington, and

Yuma.
Teachers in Alamosa and Montezuma, attorneys in Huerfano and Weld; district
court probation officers in Fremont and GilpinJ an auto dealer in La Plata;
a justice of the peace in Logan,and tha county court clerk in Montrose.
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These conclusions reached by the committee were substantiated at its regional
meetings attended by jud~es, other public agency personnel working with juveniles,
and interosted lay people. The judges from the smaller counties were in general
ac:: 1 c c1men t th.at their probation programs we re not a de qua. te. In trying to improve
juvenile probation services, they felt they were faced with a three-fold problem:
1) caoe loads which are not large enough to keep a full time probation officer busy;
2) the statutory annual salary limitation of $1,200 for probation officersi and 3)
the reluctance of county commissioners to appropriate money for juvenile probation
services. These observations were generally confirmed by school and welfare officials,
and other professional and lay people who attended the meetings.

t

In the larger counties with less than 25.000 population, such as Fremont,
La Plata, Logan. and Morgan. the lack of an adequate probation staff is a more acute
problem than in the smaller counties~ because there are enough juvenile delinquency
cases to make a ru11 time probation officer desirable, but these counties are subject
to the S811\e salary limitations and county commissioners' attitudes.
The 1956 amendment to the probation statutes was of great help to the counties
with more +,han 25,000 population in that it made it possible for these counties to
employ full time probation officers. Some of the judges and the uther people from
these counties told the committee that it is difficult to employ qualified people at
the salaries which county commissioners are willing to pay~ Another problem ia the
statutory limitation on the number of probation officers who may be employed in
counties of more than 25,000 population. This limitation is troublesome at present
only in El Paso Count~ where probation case loads have grown too large to be handled
adequately by the five probation officers allowed by statute" If juvenile delinquency
continues to increase, other of the larger counties may face the same problemo

•

l

Exchange of Information
A major problem confronting not only the courts but the institutions and other
a~encies dealin~ with juveniles is the lack of information exchange. In most of the
counties the courts rarely know if a juvenile probationer from another part of the
state takes up residence there. Most of th9 county courts may not know if a juvenile
probationer is leaving the county, or if so, where he is moving, Even if it is
knovm to which county he is moving information is seldom forwarded to the new county •

t

•

The two juvenile institutions complained that very few county courts send any
information on juveniles committed to them" In turn, the courts and other local
af?::encies complained that they seldom have any knowledge that juveniles committed to
the training schools have returned on parole.
Those attending the meetings also expressed concern over the lack of information
exchange and cooperation among agencies on the community le ve 1, a 1though the re were
notable exceptions in some communities. It was generally agreed that the exchange
of information and cooperation on all levels could be greatly improved if the courts
were staffed with qualified probation personnel to make complete social investigations.
to provide the institutions and interested agencies with copies,and to work with
these agencies in carrying out the functions of probation supervision.

~ ~
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The need for improved probation services was accentuated by Judge Phillip
Gilliam 1 Denver Juvenile Court. Judge Gilliam told the committee that national
estimates indicate that the delinquency rate will double in the next ten years. It
is expected that at lease half of this increase would result from population growth
alone, with the other half caused by an increase in the incidence of delinquent acts.
This anticipated rise in the delinquency rate is not expected to be limited to
metropolitan areas. Consequently 9 unless juvenile probation services are improved
in the less populous parts of the state 9 the courts will be even more ill-equipped
than at present. lhe lack of adequate probation services could easily lead to an
increase in the commitments to the juvenile institutionsi which could strain already
crowded facilities.
Delinquency Cases not Handled by Courts
At these revional meetin~s, the committee also learned that many delinquency
cases are not reaching the courts. In Greeley I the po lie e department uses 11 po lice
probation" to the extent that almost 40 juveniles a re being supervised on probation
by the police department. Youngsters may be placed on police probation for minor
offenses~ upon consent of their parentso This same sort of probation program is
carried out by the District Attorney for the Sixth Judicial District in Durango.
Approximately the same number of juve ni 1 es are being supervised in Durango as in
Greeleyo In many small counties, this practice is used by the sheriff or town
marshal., In man;y instances, this type of probation program is carried out because
of a lack of trained personnel in the courts~
The Children I s La,-, s Cammi ttee sees several dangers in the continuation of these
extralegal probation programs. First, the juvenile is deprived of his day in
court, with the proper safeguards~ even though he is somewhat protected by his parents
agreement to this type of probation. Second, law enforcement officers, especially
in small comnrunities, may not have the training and experience for providing adequate
probation supervisiona Third 9 with juveniles the seriou5ness of the offense may not
be an indication of how seriously disturbed the offender is~ Law enforceioont personnel
do not have the training or the time to determine what exactly would be best for some
of the juvenile offenders (e.g •• commitment~ diagnosis and treatment 1 work with the
family O special counseling). Fourth 9 while these "police probation'' programs are
being handled at present by dedicated law enforcement officials I with the best interest
of the juveniles in mind~ they lend themselves to abuse if operated by less interested,
less qualified law enforcement personnelo
Development of a Juvenile Probation Program in Colorado
In the judgment of the Committee on Children's Lawsf juvem.le probation services
in Colorado should be strengthened to provide qualified probaticn personnel throughout the state in sufficient quantity to accomp1ish:
1)

2)

adequate supervision for all juveniles placed on probation;
preparation of comprehensive social histories which will assist
the court in the proper disposition of each case, and which will
help the institutions or public agencies on which the court may
place the responsibility for the han:l.ling of juvenile offenders;

~
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3)

>-

4)

cooperation with other local agenoiea in working with delinquent
juveniles; and
exchange of information and supervision with other county courts for
those juveniles on probation who change their county of residenceo

In developing adequate juvenile probation services_, the BJ!lall counties a.re just
as important as the larger ones,even though they have fewer delinquency cases~ A
youngster in trouble should have access to the same types of services, regardless of
place of residence. The absenc~ of some of these services -- school social workers,
mental health clinics, trained child welfare workers -- in some of the smaller counties
makes adequate probation services even more important" The rate of delinquency in
the small counties is expected to increase in the same proportion as in more populated
ar~as. Besides, current case loads do nbt accurately measure the problem, because
of the number of delinquents who are shortstopped before they get to courto
Improvement in probation services would not only strengthen the court's hand
in dealing with delinquency, but would help its development as the focal point
for comm.unity cooperation on this im~ortant·problem.
Annual probation costa are currently about one-tenth of the expense of maintaining
Adequate juvenile probation
su~ervision has a treater potential than either institutional commitment or juvenile
parole for deterring younsters from becoming habitual violators. Curbing the potential
habitual violator early may mean the saving of ye_ars of incarceration at state expense~

a juvenile in an institution for the same period of time.

,

While it is difficult to deter-mine the rate of probation success exactly, it is
r,enerally a~reed that at lenat 85 per cent of the juveniles placed on probation are
deterred from becomin~ habitual violators.9 The rate of failure on juvenile parole
ls two to three times as great. Improvement in probation services rne.y not e.t first
save moneyo Closer and better probation supervision could result temporarily in more
pr-obation violations being dl.scovered,which coilld lead to more institutional
commitmentsa Juvenile probation costs and possible reduction in other state ~xpenses
are of utmost importanc~. but the Children's Laws Committee feels that it is neither
possible nor d~sirable to place a dollar value on the reclams.tion of a human being.

9~

ttor the 15,000 delinquent children who came b8I'ore the Denver Juvenile Court
between 1941 and 1955 .• about 15 per cent were comml tted to insti tutionso The
remaining 85 per cent w~re handled on a probationary basis by probation
counselors and were rehabilitated" 11 Report of the Derrvar ,Juvenile Court» 1956.,
This propoTtion is also borne out by the 1956 Probation Progress report of the
California Youth Authority, In the foreword to the report.• Heman G" Ste.rk 9
Youth Authority Director, commented that experience has indicated that of
every 100 juvenile offender·sv 85 are handlE!d at the county level and 16 at the
ata te leve 1 (meaning institutional commitment)~

i •
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Recommendation for Improving Juvenile Probation Services
There are several ways in which juvenile probation services might be improved
in Colorado. The first step in such a program should be the elimination of present
statutory restrictions on the number of probation officers who may be hired in
oounties of more than 26,000 pop~lation, and the elimination of the statutory tl,200
annual salary limitati~ for probation officers in countiea with less than 26,000
population.
Elimination of these restrictions, however, would not necessarily result in
improved juvenile probation services. The case loads of most of the 61 counties
~ith less than 25,000 population are not at present large enough to require a full
time probation officer. The payment of a larger salary to part time probation
officers might encourage more trained people to apply Tor1;he job, but probation
supervision aannot be satisfactory when performed on a part time basis as a aeoond
occupation. The result would be a continuation of the uneven level of services
which presently exists.
For those counties whose case loads would justify one or more full time
probation officers,the elimination of the restrictions on salary and number of
probation officers would not automatically insure.the employment of a sufficient
number of qualified probation officers. Only one of the 12 counties with more than
26.000 population (excluding Denver) has now employed the maximum number ot
probation officers allowed by law,even though the size of their oase loads indicate
a need for additional officers. The county commissioners in many counties have
been reluctant to spend money for juvenile probation services because of the
expense, and because of a lack of understanding of the purposes and usefulness of a
juvenile probation program~ In some counties this reluctance has kept the court
from expanding its staff; in others, the salary the county is willing to pay is
insufficient to attract qualified people.
State Juvenile Probation Agency

One approach to providing adequate juvenile probation services considered by
the committee would involve the creation of a state agency to handle juvenile
probation and perhaps juvenile parole supervision as well. The central headquarters
of this agency would be in Denver1 and probation officers would be located around the
state in sufficient number to handle the case load. Some of these orricera would
be required to handle juvenile probationers in a multi-oounty area. All of the
small counties would have their probation handled in this way, while the larger
counties, with their own juvenile courts or full time probation staffs, could ohooae
to participate in the progrrut1..
The Childrsn'a Laws Committea felt that such an agency could solve probation
service needs through employment of qualified personnel at the state level and at
state expense. However, no probation program, no matter how well constructed, can
be successful if not accepted by the courts and local communities.
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Th!'} f;eneral fe,,i.Ling oxpressod by judgesp other officials, and lay people who
m<::Jt with the committee waa that probation ts a local matter -- e. coJlllllunity treatment

•

program -- and its direction nnd responsibility belong at the !coal level und~r the
t;;Jtmty courtQ There was considerable r-olucte.nce to accept state juvenile probation
of fi oe rs, even if auoh officers resided in the area in which they served o Most
juclp;ea felt that they would lose con7.rol over an important court function if their
probation off1cers were responsible to a state official. Judges in the larger oountiae
took pr-ide in the r:irobatiori servioes provided by theiir courts and looked upon the
proposed state program ae unnecessary in their countiea.,

While there was a general feelinf; a~ainst a state juvenile probation agency,
thero was also general recor,nltion that many counties either could not a.fford or
were reluotant to spend money for improved juvenile probation aerviceap It was
eu~geated that counties be allowed to joln tog~ther in providing juvenile probation
services, with eBch county paying ite proportionate share of the coat. This
sug~est1on was ondcraed by a number of judges in counties with insufficient oaee
loads for a full time juvenile probation officer.
Although there waa very little support for" a stata ,1uvenile probation agency,
many of the judges and other people meeting Ylith tho committee looked f'avorably
upon some eort of sta ta a id to juvenil";I proba.tion as long as local control was reta1ned6
State aid might be justified because of the anticipated effect a good probation
program would have in hoJ dlng down tho ra to a r i nsti tut ione.1 commitment a 6

Reootn1nendations oft.he Children 1 11 Laws Committee
In ms.king its final recom111end<ltlon:=., the oommi ttee weighed carefully the possible
advantages of a state juvenile probation agency against the oppoai.tion to euch en
agency expre,a a13 d by ju<lg,o a,, other officials~ s.n d lny people a round the s ta ta~ The
committee decided that such e.n agency coulri not be auccesafulD as 1.s.ok of acceptance
by the courts and the communities would render it ineffeotlve and not fully utilized.
The cornmith,e feels that creation or such an agfmcy may be d1:1airable ·in the future~
if juvenile IJroba t.l on services a.rH not impro,red cons idEJrably though its recommend.a tionB
as outl lned below~
1)

l.

'

,

2)
3)
4)

control and rosponsibil i ty of the juv8nile probation program should
remain with the county or juvr:ni1., judge i:
logialative reatdot\ona on the numbor- of probation officers and
their salnrles should be removedi
counties should be al!owod to rroup together for the purpose of
providing juvenile probation B8rVic~a~
eta te aid up to one-half of o e.ch pro oa ti on offi.c er I s salary or $200
a month for each probation officer, whichever is less~ should be
provided if' the i'ol lowl~ conditions are met,
aQ eB.oh county or {!;roup of counties must have a population of
26D0O0 by the last rederal censusi
b., oach probation officer for whom state aid ia desired shall meet
the qualifications for the position as established by the Pereonnel
Director of State Civil Sorvioe Gommlsslon.

f

<~
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6)

juvenile or county courts shall transfer records of any juvenile
on probation who changes his county of residence to the juvenile or
county court of the county to which that juvenile moves, along
with a request that probation supervision be assumed by that court.

In the committee's opinion, these recommendations meet the criticisms voiced at
the regional meetings, while offering the possibility of definite improvement in
juvenile probation services. The committee gave careful consideration to the
mandatory grouping of counties for probation services. It was decided that it would
be difficult to develop arbitrary multi-county districts which would be acceptable
to the counties involved, even though such districts could be drawn up on the basis
of case load.
Instead, the committee set as one of the conditions of state aid a population
of at least 26,000 for each county or group of counties. This provision would make
it possible for large counties to retain their own probation departments and would
encourage small counties to group together in sufficient quantity to insure state
aid. If as a result or the first two years experience with this program, isolated
counties are found which have not been included in any juvenile probation district#
it may be necessary to attach them to probation districts through mandatory legislation,
Qualifications for Probation Officer

An increase in the quantity of probation officers is not all that is needed to
improve probation services. In so far as possible, probation officers should be
qualified personnelo The committee believes that if the state is willing to bear
a portion of the expense for juvenile probation services, certain personnel standards
should be met to insure maximum benefitso
The committee takes a realistic view toward minimum qualifications for probation
officors~ It recognizes that top standards for the position would require a graduate
degree·in social work,with one or two years' experience. Possibly. some people
with this training may be employed. Realistically, the level may have to be set at
college graduation with considerable work in the social sciences and/or psychology
and one or two years' experience in probation work or a related field such as
counseling, recreation, vocational guidance, teaching, or psychology. Allowances
may have to be me.de for those •people who have had considerable experience and have
performed capably even though they may lack fonnal educational requirements.

The committee's obsArvations on qualifications for the position have been made
to the State Director of Personnel, who assured the committee that his office could
perform the functions of setting standards and reviewing qualifications if so
required by law.
The recommendation relating to exchange of probation records and transfer of
probation supervision would outline by law a procedure by which probation supervision
might be continued even though the county of residence has changedo If followed by
the courts it would eliminate many of the problems resulting now from such change
of residence.
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Cost of the Progrrun
Tho a.nnual cost of state al.cl for probation, if fully implemented at t200 per
for each probation officer, would be e.pproxim.ately $125p000§ apportioned e.s
follows t
,'w·,P·.h

Counties without full time probation officers at present~•••oa•• $ 38,000
329000
Class II counties with full time probation staffs at presentooao
Denver ..JU.van i le Court
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'Thia cost estimate ie probably high_, at least for the first two years of the
program's operation. because it is unlikely that all counties either individually
or in ~roups will move immediately to take full advantage of state aid. It is also
unlikely that each probation officer wtll be hired at a salary or at least J4,800.
the amount necessary to get the maximum state aid of $200 per month per officer.

In presenting its reconunendations. the committee recognizes that the desired
improvement in juvenile probation services is not necessarily guaranteed. It also
reco~nizes that improvement in juvenile probation services is only one of several
steps which must be taken in dealing more adequately with juvenile delinquency.,
The committee feels, however 3 that if the county and juvenile courts take full
advantage of this proposal~ a great stride will have been made toward the desired
p;r,al -- prevention. of habitual delinquent and cri_minaJ behavior•
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JUVENILE PAROLE
Juvenile parole is the supervision and guidance provided for the juvenile
off',mder after his release from a training or industrial school. It is a community
treatment program in much the same way as juvenile probation, except that the
purpose of juvonile probation is to help the delinquent without institutional
commit:m.ent, while the goal of juvenile parole is the successf'ul return of the
youngster to society after his period of commitment.
Juvenile parole is extremely important because the juveniles on parole from
institutions are among the 16 pet· cen.t who couldn't be reached through probation.
Usually they have spent eight to 16 months in the training school,l the possibility
of their success on pa.role is by no means certain; and they may be returning to th8
aame home environment which contributed to their delinquent behavior patterns in
the first placee
The success of a juvenile parole program depends upon the ability of the
youngster to adjust to the environment which he will face upon his release. Thia
adjustment depends both upon changes in the individual and the enviroDntant to Which
he is returned. Even the best adjusted juvenile may not eucoeed in some environments.
The date of release should be geared to the time the youngster has received his
maximum benefit from the institutional program and is considered ready to-try it
again "on the outside," Pre-parole plans should be made, in so far aa possible, ao
that the community and the juvenile's family are ready to accept him and a school
or work program developed for him. It rmy even be necessary to remove the youngster
from his home envirorunent,and such plans should be developed in advance of the parole
release date. Parole supervision should be carried out by a qualified parole officer
~hose case load is not too large to prevent him from making frequent cont~cts with
the jmrenile and from working with the family, the school, and other community
agencies to restore the juvenile as a productive member cf societyo
The importance of the juvenile parole precess is clear when it is reoogni~ed
that juvenile parole may offer the last opportunity to deter a juvenile from
continued criminal acts leading to imprisonment in the reformatory or penitentiary.

lo

An average of eight months at the Boys' Industrial School in Golden and 12

to 15 at the Girls' Training School in Morrison.
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Juvenile Parole Superviaion

•

Juvenile p~role supervision ie presently the r-eaponsib111ty of the two juvenile
)nst1tut1ons -- the Boyat Industrial Sohool in Ool&n and the Girlt 1 Training School
i.n Morrison..

Golden has two parole officers to handle a oase load of 420 boyB 1 and

Morrison has one parole officer to he.ndle a oa.se load of 100 girle .. 2 The parole
offioer at Morrison also eurvea as the intake off'ioer at the institution. whioh
limits tha amount ot time she oan devote to parole euperviaion~ Theae oaee load
tOtale represent the latest data ava.il~ble to the committee and are generally
representative of parole oase loads at the juvenile institutions during the past
two years ..
More than 54 per cents or 229 1 of the parolees rrom Golden are in the City
and County or Denv-ero An Bdditional 25 parolees are in the Denver metropolitan
area. Thirty-eight per cent or 38 of the parolees from Morrison •re in the City
and County of Denva:r;with an additional nine in the Denver m.etropolitan areao The
rest or the parolees from the two institutions are scattered around th& state as
shCMn in Table tr.
TABLE I l

Looation of Juvenile Parolees
front Ooldan and Morrison, October. 1968
Southarn-Arkansad
Valley

Denver

~troeolltan
Adame
Are,pahoe

Denver
Douglu
Jl!lff'eracn
Tot•l

Per cent of
State Total

Boye

12
8

229
1

Glrla

Bent

7
1
38

4

1

~

41

El Pe.so

Girl,

2

10

3
B

Fremont
Huerfano

a
5

l

La& Animas

7

5

PrQwars
Pueblo
Otero
Total

Per cent of'
State Tota.l

60.5%

Boy,

2
33

2

6

n

'II
18,9%

13%

ll
2o

Parolees from the Boys 1 School aa of October 20, 19581 an additional 27 boya
•ere on parole out ot stateo Parolees from. th& Girls' Sohool as ot September
30t 1958 •
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Table TI Continued

North East
Boulder
Larimer
Logan
Morgan
Sedgwich
Weld
Total

I

Boys

1

Clear Creek

l
1

4
4

3

Eagle
Lake

6

Park
Total

'S'

Cha.free

2

l

6

3

30

8

7.1%

a%

·San Luis Valley

Boye

Girls

2

2

8

6

4

22

8

5.3%

a%

San Juan Basin

Boys

Girls

Per cent of
State Total

5
3

Girls

1
l

l

'2'

Per oent of
State Total

1.9%

2%

Western Slope

Boys

Gt-rls

Del,ta
Mesa.
Moffat
Montrose
Routt
Total

8

Per cent of
State Total

La Plata
Montezuma
Ouray
Total

!2

8
6

Per cent of
State Total

Alamosa
Conejos
Rio Grande
Saguache
Total

Middle Mountain

Girls

Per cent of
State Total

8

2

16

12

4
2

2

1

n

6 .2%

Ts
16%

4

2

1

9

2el%

6

6%

Superintendents of both juvenile institutions say that proper parole supervision
is not being provided. The two parole officers at Golden divide up the case load
so that one works in Denver and the other tries to cover the remainder of the state.
According to the school superintendent, the best this parole officer can do is hit
the high spots. His most frequent visits are to Pueblo, Boulder, Greeley, and
Colorado Springs. He might get to Durango and the western slope once a year and
to Alamosa and the San Luis Valley three times a year, if he can spare the time from
supervising the case load nearer Denver.
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The parole officer at Morrison tries to make at least two trips a year to the
Western Slope. The major portion of her time is spent at the institution and in
working with girls in the Denver area.
This lack of juvenile parole supervision was criticized at the committee's
regional rneetin~s. The judges, othe~ public officials, and lay people who met with
the committee in general had four complaints:
1)
2)
3)
4)

parolees are either inadequately supervised or not supervised at all;
the courts and communities are seldom notified when a juvenile parolee
returns;
many of these unsupervised juvenile parolees# especially boys, are
disruptive influences and become ring leaders in fomenting delinquent
behavior; and
often these parolees are returned to the same poor environment which
helped produce their delinquency originally.

In some parts of the state, the county court attempts to help the parolees from
Golden" This is the situation in Pueblo and Mesa counties. ln these two counties,
the boys' school notifies the county court of the release of parolees to that area,
and also su,~ests that the parolee contact the county court. Usually, the case load
or the county probation officers is so large as to preclude any but cursory supervision of parolees.
Effect of Insufficient Parole Supervision
It is difficult to measure the effect the lack of juvenile parole supervision
has on the individual paroleeQ The rate of recidivism (return to the institution
for parole violation) was about 20 per cent at the girls' school during the 1957-58
fiscal yearQ At the boys 1 school the rate has been slightly less than 33 per cent
durin~ the past three years. But the proportion of parolees who return to the
institution does not tell the whole story. A significant number of the boys paroled
from Golden (estimated at 24 per cent by the superintendent) end up in other
correctional institutions as a result of graduating to offenses carrying reformatory
or penitentiary sentences. It is likely, as well,that some of the girls released
from Morrison end up either in the reformatory or penitentiary.
While lack of parole supervision may be a major cause of many parolees' return
or commitment
to another correctional institution, there is little doubt that a
number of parole violations go undetected because of the infrequent contacts between
the parole officer and the parolees.
Even with the limitations of information available, it can be safely assumed
thot at least 20 per cent of' the girls end perhaps as many as 50 per cent of the
boys either return to the juvenile training schools or are committed to other
correctional institutionso It is surprising that the rate isn't higher when it is
considered that these juvenile parolees receive little if any supervision; their
return seldom is known to the eommunityJ in many oases they are not accepted in the
community; and often they are returned to a bad environment without sufficient parole
planningo
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Juvenile p11role officers ehould have a case load roughly compa.rable to that
of the juvenile probation officer. In addition, they should have the same qualifications,
skills, and experience as prerequisites for the jobo On the basis of the current
number of parolees and their locations, it would te..ke at least two parole officers
for girls and at least five or aix for the boys.
The juvenile institutions cannot be criticized for the lack of ~arole officers
in nufricient quantity and quality to provide adequate supervision. In their past
two budgets, the superintendents of both institutions have requested additional
parole officers in order that case loads might be reduc~d sufficiently so that adequate
supsrvision could be provided. Increasing the parole staffs at the juvenile institutions
is one of several ways in which improved juvenile parole services might be provided.
There is some disagreement, however, as to whether parole supervision should be a
function of the juvenile institutions. This subject.will be discussed in the section
on Proposals for Improved Juvenile Parole Serviceso
Parole Release and Pre-Parole Planning
Each of tho two juvenile institutions uses a different method of determining
when a youngster should be released on paroleo
Girls• School. The board of control at the girls' school reviews the record of
each girl referred to it by the superintendent, usually after a 12 to 16 month stay
in the institution~ The board considers each girl'sdeportment~ adjustment, and
progress,as report8d by the superintendent,in detennining whether or not she should
be reloasedQ The superintendent's recommendations are also considered in each case.
Boy~' School. The boys 1 school uses a system of marks to determine eligibility
for release or parole. The accumulation of a sufficient number of marks makes th$
juvenil8 eligible for para le. Each boy is re. te d monthly by his teach a rs• cottage
counselor. and work supervisor on such items as self control, living together. attitude,
trustworthiness. effort, personal care, and activities. A boy may earn extra marks
for working overtime in one of the departments and for a clean record for a three or
six month period. Marks are deducted for misconduct» for attempting or actually
effectlng an escape~ and violations of institution ntles.
The boys' school has recently set up a classiCication corrunittee composed of the
superintendent, the assistant superintendent, the psychologist (position now
vacant). rehablli tation counselor, the school pr-incipal, and the social case worksr.
This committ~e meets periodically to review and discuss each boy's progress.
There is also a parole committee consisting of the superintendent. the
administrative assistant, the chief cottage counselor, one or both of the two parole
officers and the work detail officer. Some of the classification committee members
may also sit with the parole committee from time to time.
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The classification committee may m~ke recommendations to the parole committee
regarding parole readiness or parole planning. In general, the parole committee
determines parole release on the basis of the number of marks earned, rather tha.n on
re-t! o:n!r.~mda tions of the class ifica ti on committee. Occas i anally a boy may be re leased
on parcle even if sufficient ~rks have not been accumulated, while others may be
denied parole even though they. have the necessary marks.
Evaluation of Release Procedures
Girls' School. The release procedure at the girls 1 school is not subject to the
rigidity imposed by the use of the mark system at Golden. The girls stay in
Morrison for a longer period than boys at Golden (in eome instances twice as long),
so that the staff has a lon~er period in-which to get to know them and work with
them.
The girls' school has been handicapped by a lack of professional personnel such
as social workers, a psychologist, and a rehabilitation and training officer. This
lack has been partially corrected through the partial staffing of the new guidance
center rapidly nearing completion at the institution. There are plans for additional
staff. Such professional personnel form the backbone of a classification committee,
which the girls' school has yet to establish. Through its review, discussion, and
planning for each youngster in the institution, a classification committee brings
professional insight to the decision of when the juvenile is ready for release.
It is commendable that the board of control,composed of unpaid lay people,has
been able to achieve the present degree of success in determining parole release,
without the professional assistance of a classification board. Its decisions are
based primarily on the case history developed by the parole officer and the
recommendations of the superintendent. However, professional insight is extremely
important because good behavior and adjustment in the institution are not necessarily
an indication of a youngster 1 s readiness to return to society. To a large extent~
it is institutional behavior and adjustment upon which parole readiness is now baaed.
The question has also been raised as to whether a lay board, no matter how
dedicated and interested, should be given the responsibility for determining parole
releaseo Many states have given this function to an outside professional board such
as a youth authority,or placed the responsibility upon institutional professional
boards such as a classification committee.
Boys' Schoolo There has been increasin~ criticism of the use of the mark system
for detennining parole release. In fact. a somewhat similar mark system at the
reformatory was abolished by the 41st General Assembly in the second session. The
classificotion committee approach was substituted for it, as has been the case in
many other states.
The chief criticisms of the mark system are: 1) the criteria on which the marks
are b~sed are not related to a juvenile's readiness for return to society, but rather
as a measure of his conformance to the institutional program; 2) an "institution
wise,, juvenile can accumulate enough marks for release without any improvement in
his attitude or adjustment and without being ready for successful integration in
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society; and 3) the mark system imposes a rigidity on the persons responsible for
parole release, because if a few boys are released before acquiring the necessary
number of marks it may have a bad effect on the boys in the institution with the
same number of marks who have not been released, and may impair the effect of the
institutional program upon them. Conversely, it might also make boys who are
retained in the institution beyond their expected release date hostile to the
institutional program.
The superintendent has defended the use of this system, which he says enables
his staff to measure quantitatively "their observations of the boy and his adjustment
while in the institution. He feels 9 too, that it lets each boy know where he stands.
He admits that a boy who is II institution wise" can get enough marks for re lease
without benefiting from the institutional program, but it is his contention that
some of these boys could also fool a professional classification committee.
While the boys 1 school has a classification committee of relatively recent

origin, it has not yet been involved in parole release determination to any
appreciable extent. As long as the mark system is continued at the boys' schoolt
it is unlikely that the classification committee will play a very important role
in parole release determinationt because it represents a very different approach to
parole release, quite unrelated to the mark systemo
Pre-Parole Planning
Before a youngster is released from an institution on parole~ the parole plan
or program should be established. Such a program should include where the
juvenile is to live -- with parentst foster home, or elsewhere; determination of
whether he is to work or to go to school~ with assistance in achieving either or
both of these objectives; association with the parole officer who will provide
supervision; discussion with parents or foster home parents; and notification to
the school, court, and perhaps the welfare department that he is returning or
coming to the community.
In the preparation of a parole program, careful attention should be given to
the juvenile's needs and problems. This could require special program planning.
Such a program might include continued medication, referral to a community mental
health clinic for outpatient treatment, or a special school programo Close
investigation should be made of the youngster 1 s precommitment environment to see
if it would be satisfactory for the youngstervs return or if it might become
satisfactory if either the parole officer or a loca~ welfare worker worked with the
family. If the former environment is not or cannot be made satisfactory, alternate
plans should be made, even though it might result in the youngster~s retention in the
institution for an additional period of time.
If the above outline is used as the criteria for an adequate pre-parole
planning program~ then neither juveni1e institution is doing all that might be done.
It was pointed out that with few exceptions county courts and other community
agencies do not know when a juvenile parolee is returningo The Children's Laws
Committee 1earned at its regional meetings that in a few instances the field

~
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staff of the State Child Welfare Division had been asked by the boys 1 school to
assist in planning for a small number or parolees. Judge Charles Simon, El Paso
Coun-r,y, told the committee that the girls' school had followed, in so far as it
11::, G Ecble, his recommendati ans regarding parole placement of girls he had committed
to Morrison to get them away from a bad home environment. By and large, however,
tho,re has not been very much assiata:1ce requested from other concerned agencies by
either juvenile institution.
The institutions have been handicapped by a lack of trained staff, by a
shortage of available foster homes or other alternate placements, and by capacity
institutional populations which make it necessary to release youngsters as rapidly
as possible so as not to interfere with the operation of the type of program
now carried on at the two institutions.
The superintendent of the boys' school has indicated that a pre-parole cottage
would be desirable and that he would like to incorporate such a cottage into the
institutional program whon staff and facilities permita A pre-parole cotta.ge would
make it possible to isolate those boys to be released and prepare them for return
to society at the same time their parole plane are being developed. A similar
facility and program has been developed for adult offenders at the penitentiary
with the creation of the Adult Parole Department's pre-parole centera
The lack of suitable foster hom~s or other alternate placements many times
leaves a return to a bad family environment as the only choice. An increase in
trained personnel might rm.ke possible the development of alternate placement
sources.
To a certain extent the girls' school makes use of school and work homes for
parolees. The girl is sent' to a home where she will do domestic work and receive
compensation or to a home where she will live while attending school. Families who
desire to take parclees are interviewed and have their references checked quite
extensively before being placed on the accredited list.
The boys' school may allow a boy to stay with relatives if this seems satisfactory.
Oepending on the season of the year, it is sometimes possible to place boys on truck
farms or ranches~ The school has met with some success in placing boys in Boys 1
Town~ Nebraska. from time to time~ But none of these placements, as helpful as they
are, are of sufficient quantity to provide a satisfactory solution ror th& majority
of youngsters for whom a return to family or prev~ous environment is not desirable.
Proposals for Improved Juvenile Parole Services

An effective plan for improving the juvenile parole program should embrace
parole release procAdures, pre-parole planning. and parole supervision, Improvement
is necessary in all three i~ order to make juvenile parole more effective. The
Children 1 s Laws Committee has considered three approaches to improving juvenile
parole services:
1)
2)

3)

staff the institutions to do a more effective jobJ
give the county courts the responeibili~y for parole a.pervision; and
create a separate juvenile parole agency -- either &San independent
department or as a division of an existing agency.
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Fech of these proposals was ooneidared carefully by the committee before
m~king its rinal reoom.'ll6ndation.

Improve the Institutional Parole Prog~am

Improving the parole program by better staffing of the inatitutions is based
u~on the assumption that the v~rious racets or the juvenile parole program are the
proper responsibility of juvenile training and industrial schools. There is a
national trend
this direotion with an incre&se in the nwnber of states which have
integrated their institution and parole or afte~-oare programs. It does not
necessarily follow that this would be the beat approach for Colorado.

in

The ins ti tutiona ma in ta.in that they should continue to control the juvenile
parole prog~a.m, because they are more congnizant of the juveniles' problems from
oloae association with them during their commitmento By he.ving parole officen
become acquainted with the boys and girls while institutionali~ed, they establish
rapport and have added knowledge which is helpful during later supervision. It ia
also ar~ued that the institutions are in b~tter position than an outside agency to
determine when juvenil8a are ready for parole. Both institution superintendents
feel that a sufficient increase in the number of parole officers would allow them to
do a a~tisfactory job of parole supervieion,which they admit is not being dona at
the present timeo
There are several reasons why it might not be desirable to retain institutional
contra! of the juvenile parole programo
f'irst .• the institutions are not neceeear-ily in a better position to determine
readiness for release, at least not as long as the mark system is retained at the
boys 1 echool and a l~y board rnakee the flnal dotermination at the girls' sohoolo
Serond 0 national trends ha.ve also be9n in the direction of oreating claeei.fioation
committ~es and vesting in them the major responsibility for determining readiness
for parole in those states where the institutional and parole programs have been
inte,:,:r·ated., The girlav school does not have such a committee~ and there is little
indication that this responsibility will be given to the classification committee
at the boys' schoolo
"nlirdj) the-re is alwaye the posaibil i t;y that the institutions might be inclined
to release juveniles on parole to reduce institution population or to get rid of
problem youngsters. whether or not they are ready for parole.,

Fourth~ ns part of the institution atarrj) paid by the institution and responsible
to itp ?a.role ofricers are less inclined to evaluat~ the institutional program in
respect to how well it prepares juveniles for dischargeo
Yifth, a separ~te juvenile parole agency would be able to oall speciric attention
to parole needs, and its budget requests would not be .measured against other institutional needso
Sixth, the-re i.s no reason why a separate juvenile parole agency couldn't maintain
resinent officers at th~ juvonile in~titutions. (The adult parole dep~rtment has
resident office rs at the- reforma tor-y and penitentiary.,) In addition, the field
parole officers could visit the institution from time to time to become acquainted
with the program~ tho inm.stes,and their problems~
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Give the County Courts Juvenile Parole Supervision
It was the general opinion of all the groups who met with the Children 1 s Laws
~eyrwittee at its regional meetings that juvenile parole was a state responsibility.
Several county judges and other public agency representatives suggested that it
might be possible for th~ courts to ~5sume parole supervision through their probation
departments. Those who made this proposal recognized that it was not an ideal
solution. but that it waa better than having little or no supervision as at present.
There would be one advantage to this proposal,in that in most oases the local
community would know both the returning juvenile and the community situation.

'The committee feels that adoption of this proposal would provide nothing in the
way of improvement jn parole re~ease ?rocedures and pre-parole planning. In addition,
p~role suporvision would be completely removed from the parole planning prooese as
well as any relationship with the institutional pro~ram.

At the present time very raw oollllties in the state have qualified probation
officers, and all of these officers are carrying more than maximum oase loads. Even
if the committee's proposal for improving juvenile probation services is put into
orroet, it will be some time before the courts build up their probation personnel
to the point that adequate probation services are provided. It is difficult tc
see how they could be expected to do a good job with juvenile parole as well.
Create a Separate Juvenile Parole Agency
Rather than improve tie institutional parole program or tu~n the responsibility
over to the county court probation departments, creation or a separate juvenile parole
a~ency h&s been proposed. The arguments mads in favor of such an a~ency are similar
to the ones listed against improvin~ the institutional parole program. Proponents
of this approach go .mu.oh further than juHt making parole supervision a responsibility
of a separate agency. rn addition they advocate removal of the responsibility for
parole release from the institutions and su~gest that a qualified professional board
should be established for this purpose. If the board were not composed of
professional people. this change would result in no substantial 1mprovement over
present release methods.
This recommendation calls for ono juvenile parole officer in residence at
each juvenile institution, with field parole officers visiting the institutions
at regular intervals. These visits, coupled with residence cf par~le officer~would
provide a means of liaison betweon the institutions and the parole agency without
submerging the parole function in the institutional programo
Pre-parole planning could Le done by the residential parole officer in
cooperation with the institution 1 s professional personnel. Bventually pre-parole
cotta~es might be constructed at the juvenile institutions. This projected preparole program would provid~ a means for the gradual return of youngsters to society~

If a separate parole a~ency were set up, it wculd probably need. initially, the
following complement of professional paraonnel1 a director of juvenile paroleJ two
resident parole officers. at least seven field parole officers {five for boys and
two for girls) who would reaide in the various areas of the state and who would be
responBible Cor parole 6upervia1on in their respective areas.
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'Ihebkeyh~o the posstible success of~ sAeparate juvefnile pu~~le agenc y is t~e
process y w 1ch youngs ers are releasedo
ny method o deternurr.ng paro 1 e readiness
which places emphasis on institutional behavior and adjustment rather than on a
professional evaluation of the juvenile's possibility of returning successfully to
society is likely to result in a number of premature releases. Unless the best
possible professional effort is made to evaluate parole readiness 1 even a well-staffed
parole agency will be unable to do much to reduce recidivism or prevent more
serious criminal acts~
The same observation holds true for pre-parole planningo Unless every effort
is made to place the returning juvenile in an atmosphere conducive to his further
adjustment, parole supervision won• t accomplish the job expected of it o
Parole release~ pre-parole planning'/ and parole supervision should be interrelated functions, aoo doubt has been cast on the institutions I ability to do
the total job even if their parole staffs are enlarged~ However~ by establishing
an independent professional parole board which would base its release decisions on
professional reports of the juvenile 1 s progress and possibilities~ the institutions
would be prodded to develop functional classificatior. committees and procedures in
order to justify the release recommendations to the parole board's satisfactiono
This change in parole release rcsponsibili ty would have the further eff'ect of
removing parental and political pressure from the institutions' superintendents. No
longer would they be held publicly responsible for antisocial acts on the part
of paroleeso
The superintendents, however 9 would make release recommendations to
the parole boardo

Under this proposal~ some ~roungsters would be released in much less time than
at present; mo st w<1uld remain in the ins ti tut.ion for a longer period of time., Since
they would be more closely supervised on parole than at present 9 it is possible -at 1east initially -- that more youngsters would be returned for parole violationso
These possibilities lead to the presumption that expansion of institutional facilities
would be necessar-Jo An increase in the professional staffs of both juvenile
institutions would also be a result of the greater emphasis on professional evaluation
and the development of treatment-oriented programs.,
The costs of the pro~ram outlined above would not be limited to the staffing
and equipping of a separate juvenile parole agencyo To be realistic, expenses of
expanded institutional faci1-i ties and professional staffs must also be considered.,
Therefore 9 the decision to adopt this approach to juvenile parole necessitates a
decision as to the direction the juvenile in5~1tution program is to taked
Simultaneously the increased expenditures necessitatec by such a program must be
consid~red as a vi ta1 part of' the over=a.11 prcgramc
~ncl,_ Orpnization
There are several alternatives fur the p ::..acement of a separate parole agency
within the state~s organizational structureo These include: 1) as a section of the
Child Welfare Division; 2) a& an independent department; 3) as a division of the
Arlu1t Parole Department, and 4) as a division of the Department of lnstitutionso
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Child Welfare Di vi a ion. Proponents of placing the juvenUe parole agency
under the Child Welfare Division point out that the training schools and the parole
(or after care) program are a child welfare function and that this type of
0r _;'i\niza tion works we 11 in other states.
In addition, the director of the Child
Welfare Division is the administrator of the interstate compact on juvenile
probation and parole.
While it is agreed that the placement of juvenile institutions and parole under
Child Welfare in other states has been successful, it is pointed out that Colorado
is too small a. state to fractionalize its institutional program and functions. A
cooperative approach could be worked out between a juvenile parole agency, not part
of the Child Welfare Division, and the director of the interstate clompact on Juvenile
probation and parole.
Independent Agency. An independent agency would have some advantages in that
its program could be developed relatively free from existing departmental considerations.
The creation of such an agency would add to the great number of separate agencies
and departments now in existence and further complicate the organizational structure
of state government. As long as there is a possibility of appending a juvenile parole
agency to some other department, the committee feels there is little justification
for setting up an independent department.
Adult Parole &partment~ By adding the juvenile parole program to the Adult
Parole Department, advantage could be taken of an existing administrative struoture
as well aa a nucleus of professional workers. However, moat of the authorities
in the parole field recommend strongly against mixing adult and juvenile parole
serviceso The problemBof parole supervision are different for juveniles and adults
and need a different type of officer, and a careful guard would have to be kept
a~alnut the association of adult and juvenile parolees at the department's various
field officeao These objections might be met by setting up the juvenile parole
a~ency as a separate division within the adult department, with its own director,
staff. and quarterso This division would be attached to the Adult Parole Department
for administrative purposes only. One further question arises in this inatanee1
could the juvenile parole agency retain its identity under such an arrangement?
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Department of Institutions. The Department of Institutions at present exists
as a skeleton agency. While it has the statutory responsibility for direct control
and management over five state institutions, and general supervision over seven
others.3 the department consists of a director and his secretary.4 There has been
considerable interest, as a result of recent legislative and administrative agency
studies, in developing tne Department of Institutions into an over-all coordinating
agency for institutional programs. The placement cf the Juvenile Parole Agency
in the Department of Institutions is looked upon by some as an initial step in
building up the department.
If the Department of Institutions is developed into an operative central
coordinating agency, the establishment of the Juvenile Parole Agency as & division
thereof would provide a means of coordination with the juvenile institutions, as these
institutions would also be under control of the Department of Institutions. Others
argue that until the department has been strengthened or replaced by som~ other
central coordinating agency, there is little advantage to placing a juvenile
parole ar,ency within the department.

3o

3-11-4 and 3-11- 5 CRS 1953, Institutions Under Direct Control:
The Colorado state penitentiary_, at Canon City;
bo The Colorado state reformatory, in Chaffee County;
c~ The Colorado state hospital, at Pueblo;
do The state home and training school, both at Ridge and Grand Junction,
ea The state industrial school for boys 6 at Golden.
4

So

4a

Institutions and Department under supervision:
Bo
The state soldiers 1 and sailors' home}
bo
The board of industries ~or the blind;
c~ The bureau of child and animal protection;
do The board of control of the Colorado state children 1 s home;
ea
The hoard of control of th~ state industrial school for girls;
fo The department of public welfare;
go The stata board of control for state homes for the aged.
Two part time psychiatrists have recently been added to the staff to provide
psychiatric services at the reformatory and the two juvenile institutions.
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Recommendations of the Children's Le.wa Committee
for ImproYement of Juvenile Parole Services

•

~fter careful consideration of the various possibilities of improving juvenile
parole services, the Children's Laws Com.~ittee reached these conclusions.
l)
2)
3)

4)

Strengthening of the parole release process, pre-parole planning, and
parole supervision are all necessary for the improvement or the juvenile
parole process.
In so far as possible, these related functions should be handled by
one agency or within the framework of an over-all coordinating
department.
While a ~ood argument can be made for retaining parole as a responsibility
of the juvenile institutions, a more satisfactory solution can be
found in the creation of a separate parole agency and a professional
parole board.
'The improvement of the parole program is directly related to improvement
in the institutional programs and both would benefit from the development
of a central agency responsible for the administration and deTelopment of
institutional programs and facilities.

Based on these conclusions, the Committee on Children's Laws makes these
recommendations.
1)

r

2)

I

3)

,

l

4)

6)

A diTiaion of juvenile parole should be established within the Department
of Institutions, to be staffed by a director of parole and such qualified
juvenile parole officers as are necessary to supervise more than 600
juvenile parolees.
One parole officer should be resident at Golden and one at Morrison to
provide liaison between the institution and the parole program, and
these two officers should develop pre-parole plans with the assistance
or the institutional professional staffs.
Field officers should visit the institutions at intervals to become
acquainted with the inmates and the institutional programs.
A part time professional juvenile parole board should be created to
determine release of juvenile parolees; such a parole board should consist
or one member of the professional staff of the 1l3partment of Education,
Child Welfare Division, and Department of Institutions,with the director
of the Juvenile Parole Division serving ex-officio.
Parole release should be determined by this board by review of professional
evaluations and recommendations prepared by the institution olasaitioation
committees and upon the recommendations of the superintendents of the
respective juvenile institutions.

Cost of Program

"nl.e estimated annual salary cost of this program is t52,500, plus administrative
and clerical expenses" This estimate is based on the employment of nine parole
officere at an average salary of 95,000 and a director of parole at 17,500. At

►
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p~ent the institutional parole program is costing approximately $14,000 annually
in e~laries for three parole officers. Therefor~s the increased salary expense
for staffing the new division would be less than t40,000.
It should be remembered that adoption of this juvenile parole program implies
acCToptance or improved institutional programs,which means expansion of professional
suff and facilities
improvements which the Children's Laws Committee feels are
necessary as part of an over-all progre.m for providing juvenile services.
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THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED DELINQUENT
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There has been increasing recognition that a significant number of juvenile
delinquents have emotional problems, some of them so deep-seated that only longterm treatment offers any possibility of help. Instead of the formula of &rrest,
conviction, and possible commitment, the question is now asked1 Could this behavior
have bean prevented,and if so, hoW and when7 To find the answer the courts are
making increasing use of diagnostic services. The assistance of the psychiatrist
and the psychologist haa been requested in deciding the course or action in the
more difficult delinquency c•ses. 'lhia emphasis on the delinguent 1 a emotional
problems does not imply that delinquents should not be held accountable for their
actions. Rather, it is evidence or a growing understanding that delinquency has a
number of causes, and that punitive action is not always appropriate.
Just as all delinquents are not emotionally disturbed. not all youngsters who
are emotionally disturbed are delinquents. Many in this latter group may express
their problems in more socially acceptable ways; they may withdraw and turn their
problems inward, or they may never have been caught committing a delinquent aot.
Many or these non-delinquents with emotional problems are actually pre-delinquents
youngsters of 9. 10, or 11 who are not doing well in their school work, who are
behavior problems in school. or who have started being truants.
At the committee's regional meetings, many school officials pointed out that by
the third grade they could identify youngsters who were potential delinquents,
or who might have serious problems later. Except in a- few communities very little
is done for these youngsters once they have been identified.
Most schools do not have psychologists or case workers on their staffs, and
moat com.wnities do not have mental health clinics. Even when 1:heae resources are
available, often parents do not understand or make use of them.
tt is unfortunate that more help is not provided at the pre-delinquent level.
The earlier that disturbed youngsters can be identified and treated, the better the
chance of helping them. The longer these juveniles go without help, the less
chance there is of doing anything for them except through long-term intenaive and
expensive treatment. Many of them begin a cycle or delinquent and criminal behavior
which usually results in confinement for many years, and at considerable expense
to society. in industrial schools, reformatories, and penitentiaries.
Who, Where, and How Vany?
It is extremely difficult to tabulate the number of emotionally disturbed
juveniles in Colorado. This difficulty arises from the variety of ways in which
these youngsters beoome identified and the lack of any comprehensive central collection
cf data.
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Identificcltion of Disturbed Juveniles
State Institutions~ ~~ny of the juven1.ies ~ommitted to }~rrison or Golden are
known to be emotiom.lly disturbed before conmu tmento Others are identified at the
institutions 9 either through psychological testing or through referral to the
Diagnostic Center for analysis and evaluationo
These referrals are usually the
consequence of observed behavior 1-rh i le in the ins ti tu tio n

. \.
•

0

Juvenile and County Courtso Juveniles before the court on charges of delinquency
may be referred tc. a community mental heal th clinic or to the Diagnostic Center by
the judgeo
Social Age nc-i. cs o Through the prov1 s 10n of case work and other welfare services P
many youngster:-. w1_ th emotional disturbances become known to public and private
welfare a gene 1 c ~
If it is poss 1.ble. these J uv eni 1£< s may be ref erred to community
mental health clinics or some other source for professional evaluationo
Q

Schoo ls" As cited a hove 9 schoo 1 behavior and at tend a nee are exce 1 lent indicators
of emotionally troubled youngstersQ It is difficult in many instances to get a
profess1onc1l e\'<1luat1.on because of lack of such resources and/or parental consento
The Number Known
Institutions. Tes ts g1 ven by the staff clinical psychologist show that one-third,
or approximately 80 bcys 9 at the boys' s:::hoc: are emotionally disturbed. This
proportion ho 1d s as we 11 at the ref or mil tory and p em ten ti ary ~ as shown by studies
made by the psychologists at these hm institutionso Ninety of the patients in the
state hospital in Pueblo are unde~ the a~e of 2~o
County and Juveni:..e Courts. During the period from August 1,, 1955~ through
September, 1957) 445 youngsters were referred to the Diagnostic Center at Colorado
General Hospital by the courts in 47 countieso The City and County of Denver is
not included in this total, because it is excluded by law from use of the Diagnostic
Center~ Only occa.::ional use of the Diagnostic Center was made by the courts in
Arapahoe 9 El Paso~ Larimer and Weld counties~ because these county courts make
extensive use of their -:aunty mental health :;;l.inicso
Social Agene .ie s ~ A study made by the Denver Area Welfare Counci 1 indicated that
during the three month period on which the study was based~ at least 497 emotionally
disturbed juveniles were knovn to public and private social agencies~ schooh 9 ar:rl
courts~ in Adam~; 9 Arapahce r and Jefferson counties 9 and the City and County of Denver J

L

A Stud,, of the Needs of Emotiona'.i.·l:v Di3turbed Children in the Denver Area~
Denver Area He lfare Council 9 Sep tembe,: ! 9 58 $ p.,:.,

,,
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These incomplete data provide a partial indication of the scope of the problem
with emotionally disturbed juveniles and indicate clearly the need for compilaticn
of more adequat~ information.
Existing Mental Health Facilities

An over-all plan for emotionally disturbed juveniles should consist of adequate
diagnostic services and treatment programs for the different levels of dieturbanoe
indicated by diagnoaiBQ Some other services. such as the foster home program and
case work services with the juvenile and his family, are also important parts of the
total programQ
Conununity Mental Health Clinics
For those youngsters outside state institutions and not before the courts, the
community mental health clinics provide the major source of diagnosis and treatment
at moderate coat. These services are also available to those youngsters before
the court upon referral of the judge.
There are ten community mental health clinics in Colorado at the present time.
These are located in Adamsi Arapahoe, Boulder, El Paso, Jefferson, Larimer, Logan,
Mesa, Otero, and Weld countieso The clinic in Logan County serves the six county
northeast public health district~ which includes Morgan, Phillips, Sedgwicks
Washington. and Yuma countiee in addition to Logan Countyo In addition, the City
and County of Denver operates a clinic at Denver General Hospital, and Colorado
General Hospital has an outpatient clinic for adults and juvenileao The clinics in
Boulder ~nd El Paso counties are for youngsters only; the others provide services
for both juveniles and adults,
These clinics are financed in a variety of ways, including the Community Chest,
United 'Fund, county health departments, city and county governments, and school
districts, contributions by service clubs and othor organizations, funds made
available by the State Deperbnent of Public Health~ and nominal charges to persona
using the olinlc, based upon ability to pay. Most of the clinics receive funds
from at least two of these sourceso Professional personnel may also be provided
from time to tim~ by Colorado General Hospital or the State Department of Public
Heal tho
Moat of the community clinics operate on a part time basie which varies from two
days a month in Otero County and northeast Colorado to two and a half days a week
in some of the larger countieso El Paso County's Child Guidance Clinic and the
one~ in the City and County of Denver are operated on a full time baaiso The clinics
are staffed by psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, and psychiatric social workers1
the psychiatrists spend fewer hours at the clinics than the otherso
These clinics provide diagnostic evaluation as well as treatment for those
youngsters whose diagnoses indicate that outpatient treatment is neededo The demand
for these services far exceeds the ~~aunt that can be provided by these clinics.
Consequently, all of them have long waiting lists. and sometimes it is several
months before a youngster can be seen. Lack of funds and a shortage of professional
personnel are the reasons these clinics have not expanded their operations to meet
the demands for service.
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There are still no community clinics in the s~n Luis Valley 1 the S8n
the Huerf'1nri-Las Animas County area, and in most of the western slope and
Valley counti~s~ Pueblo is in the process of setting up a clinicr people
San Luis Val :2y -anrl 'the S.in Juan ;J,,sin expressed an interest in community
at the Children\· s Lat·rs Committee meetings in Alamosa and Durango a
TI-1e Diagnostic

The
Assembly
Colorado
Serdces

Juan ~asin,
Arkar,sas
from the
clinics

Cent_'E:

D-idgnos1. :,, Center wa:; created as a pilot operation by the Colorado General

:::iil'lce thcit time, the center t-.as been housed on the campus of
Gen£:r,, l lk1spi t2l an,: has been staffed t,~roug;h the Division of Psychiatric
of the l niversi ty of Colorado Hedical SchooL

in l~1Sf")~:.'
1

There an l:1,:n sources of referral to the Diagnostic Center: l) county courts
may refer anv 1uvcnile who mi~ht be committed to a state institution; and 2) state
institutions to which juveniles hnve been corr.mitted (Golden, Morrison, and the State
Home and Tra:inin_(' ;c;chools at Grand Junction and Ridge) may refer juve:ri.les through
the Department <)f lnsti tutions.

The Diagnostic Center studiest tests, and evaluates these youngsters, and
returns t!11c<m to the referral sourc~ v:i th r12commenda tions as to treatment or other
disposit1~n. ~s a result of Diagnostic Center evaluation, juven:les may be transferred from one institution to another by the Director of Institutions. Occasionally
a youngstr~r ha5 li('e::. committed to ci ther Golden or Morrison, whose evaluation showed
the traininr school at Ridge or Grand Junction to be the best institution for him,
because nf a low loQ. Conv~rsely, there have been youngsters committed to Ridge and
Grand Junction whose evaluations showed they didn't belong there,
During the period of evaluation, the youngsters referred from the county courts
are housed at the ::i:a te Children I s 110 me and are transported to and from the Colorado
r.eneral Hospitvl campus. CounLies were originally charged $2e00 a day for their
youngsters who were houf.ed at the children 1 s home ,,,hile undergoing testing and
evaluation e The rate was raised to $6 _50 as of July 1, 1958 e lhere is no room at
present for housing these youngsters on the medical school campus. the Diagnostic
Center has no building of its own, using office space belonf.ing to the hosp1tal 1 s
outpatient psychi~iric clinic.
Since the center 1-•as established on a pilot basis, the City and County of
Denver ·was excluded from its use I because of other resources available to Denver
which were not available to most of the counties
lhf; center I s budget w0. s set -at
$50,000 for its fj_rst year of overation, and it has had the same annual appropriation
for the past three years.
d

2.

124-3-26 through -33 CRS 1953.
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Tn addit:l on to the 445 youngsters referred from the count-y courts in 47 oountiea,
180 juveniles Were referr d from state institutions. The girls' aohool referred BOJ
the boys' industrial schoolp 59J th6 Btate childrens' home,28; the state home and
trainin~ school at Ridge,19; and the state home and training school at Grand Junction,
4.
The Diagnostic Center hae been well received around the state and_ as tho
The question of the
Dia~nostic Center"sexpaoaion has been discussed quite fully by the committee, the
center's starr. and th Colorado Modical School administration. Expansion of the
progrB:m is bein~ considered for these reasons1 1) the medical school needs the
present Diaf';nostic Center' quarters for its outpatient poychiatric .clinicJ 2) the
housing of Diagnostic Canter youngstors at the children's home haa not been very
satisfactory, because the center eta.ff loses the opportunity to observe the
youn stars in a ~roup setting and the children's home feels these youngsters do
not fit in with the home's programs 3) there is sufficient demand for Diagnostic
Center s rvices to justi ry en expanded progrl'lm; and 4) the Den:vl!lr Juvenile Court
eta.tistice showi many county judges ha.vo ma.de use of it.

would like the opportunity to make use of the center

The future of the Dia~nostic Center is tied in with the development of an
ov r-all m~ntal health program ror juvenilesn Th.is relationship is diso~ssed in
de tail in tho section on Program Needs for Emotionally Disturbed Juvenile a.
Court S rvlces
The DAnver Juven i le Court and tha El Paso County Court have psychologists on
thei.r- sta.rfs who do test])lg and evaluation of youngsters before the court on

charges or do inquency" The Denver Juvonile Court also has a consulting psyohiatristo
Tn one othor county the court has set up a professional program for helping
emotionally dio rbed juvenlles o The Gilpin Coun
ColM't ln cooperation with the
Gilpin County Wal.far D~parbnont hns F.et up a group therapy program for a ams.11
number of pr-a - delinquent boys ,. The program is under the direction of a psychiatriAt
and a group leader wno meet weekly with the boys. $oma financial aid ror this
program-- the only ono of its kind in the s ta e -- has been provided by the State
Depe.r tm nt of Heo_l th.
Tnstitutional Programs

J

A significant proportion of the juvoniles committed to Golden and Morrison are
known to be emotionally diaturb0d
Some or these were oommitted because there were
no other resources a ilable. In the past, the institutions have not had either the
professional personnel or the facilities to develop a program which would help thia
group of dolinquents . Tmprovements hnve been made in the pa.at two years, but not
to the exte nt necessary to provide the proper serviceso

A guidance center is nAaring completion at the girls' school and will be ready
for uee before the end of 1958 . Th.is unit will be used for those girls whose
problems rna.ke l t d1fficul t for them to flt in with the inett tution' a general program.
The institution has added a clinical psychologist to the staff and is recruiting
for a social worker and a director of social services to form the staff nucleus of
a treatment-oriented program.
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The beys 1 schc-ol had a c:ini cc1:i.. p:sychclcg-ist on its staff during most of 1958
(the position i~ no~ vacant)a The function of the psychologist v1thin the
ins ti tu tiona l program h~ s nG t been YDrked out to the extent that maximum benefit
was made of his services.

For the first t.lme, psychiatric services are available to both juvenile institutions. 'Ih.~ Dr,partmcnt of Institubon::. has obtained the part time services of two
psychia tnsts ,,,ho ,-,; LL give a totaj_ of 80 hour!'> a month to the two juvenile
institutions and th~ state reformatory in lluena Vista. If the other psychiatric
team positions (pc;ye,hol.ogist and sccia:i.. worker) are filled on a full time basis at
the Juvenile in~t-J. tutions I it may be possible tc carry out the treatment recommendations
made by the D1a r· nos tic Center. At the same t1 me 1 t may reduce the Juvenile ins ti tu tions 1
need for refenc11 to the Diagnostic Center, since evaluations could lJe m.ade at the
institutionsa J·~ be successful in provid1nR trcatmentr there will have to be a change
in emphasis sc. that the cottap:es~ schoo~l i and other cl-Spects of the 1nsti tutional
program can comp 1.ement treatment.
The State llospi tal at Pueblo has 90 patients under the age of 21 1 w1. th about 15
of these under the a ue of 18 o host cf the younr,s tcrs under lfi have severe problems
and some have 1nthdrawn to the point that treatmen: 1s extremely difficult, It is
also d if f; cu ~ t to do much for -<:he se youngster ·3 when they a re mixed 1 n with older
peop:_e because· of a lack of separate fac1.l1.t1.e.s.

I npa ti e_n t Tr r•,1 tmen t
With the exception of the state hcspital in Puebio 1 there is no medical setting
in which permane!ltlv "to house menta:;.J._v i;_:i_ juve!lileso Co·::.orado has no institution
designed tc provide intensive 1npdtJent treatment for juvenilesd An arrangement
has been worked out betweEon the Child Welfare Division, Department of Public Welfare,
and t}ie Fcrest Heights Lodge in Evergreen to p:<wide treatment for a few seriously
emohonaiiy disturbE:d beys. The Forest Heights Lodge is a privately operated
ins ti tutic-r.. ,,·h1ch has a car,aci i.y cf :..2 boys 1, many of Yhom spend severe·: years
,ec.eisr~ng intensive inpatient t:eatmenL The Ch-:..::.d Welfare Division pays the school
$500 per montb. for younr;sters receiving such treatment. While th1:s treatment is
extremeiy expensive~ the cost are ::owe..-- than in some other states and most other
priv.;.te institutions for ;:,,omparab:.e tr·eatmen":o
At the prt>3ent time~ the s ta l:e ls paying fo:: n1"le younr:s ters at Forest Heights
Lodge. Thesey.:,u:i.gstE,-r-=: ha.VE, b2cn :-efc::-red fr0m cciunty weifare departments on the
basis cf e,'a:ua,1 o'1s m1d r0ccmmendJ. t:,.:.n,; from ,.1_ ther the Di.-1g•1cs tic Center elf
\;"Qffitrn.l"Ol ty~ mental hea :_ tn t.:..li n J.,::: 3 a
In addi t.:on to ~he y•:,ungs!"ecr,;; at Fores: Height,2, 1-odge, the S-1:a".:e Department of
Welfare ho.s made other arrc1ngem .;nts fer treat.:.ng eIT1<:,honally d:!.sturbed juvenileso
Twenty-six ,d :- '.:_:; have been p :..,Led c1 t ih•~ Con ve ".l t cf the Good Sicpherd and c1 re
receiving psychi1:tr1c ~onsu:ta.ti0n Jt J ~est of $75 ~ach per m0nth, vhich also
1n,:;:..udes ma1n1:2nanc8. N1.11e girls hav,:- \_1('2!1 p!a.:.t::d at Hol~_and Halli a private
institution for emohonaj::_y disturb~d. f-->-;~,: 1he monthly cost for these youngsters
is $150 ea. ',h.,
0
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Three boys have been placed in the Sto Francis Boys' Home in Bto Francis •
Kansas, at a monthly cost of $152 e&oh. and two boys huve been placed in the Brown
School in Texas at a monthly cost of $400 each. These out of state placements are
ma.de when Forest Heights Lodge cannot take themo
Oenerally the more disturbed boys are placed in Forest Heights Lodge and the
le ner disturbed are pls.o.e d in the .other a. vaila ble facilities o There are no
facilities for seriously disturbed girlso

From this brief inventory or Colorado 1 s facilities and programs for emotionally
disturbed juveniles several ,conclusions can be drawno First, considerable improvement hae been made in the provision or diagnostic services by the creation of the
Diagnostic Center at the University of Colorado Medical School and the growth of
community mental health olinicso While diagnostic services have improved much
more rapidly than treatment services~ th9Y have not kept pace with the demand to
provide ana.lys is and eve.I ua ti on in a reas ona.b ly short period of time o Be cond~ the
relatively recent creation and growth of
community mental health clinics have
made it possible for many youngsters to receive outpatient treatment. These
clinics ara unnble because of staff and financial-limitations to meet the dema.nds
for such services" Consequently. each clinic has long waiting li ate for outpatient
treatment. Several areas of the state do not as yet have community clinics, even
thou~h there is a demonstrated need for them~ Thirdp the juvenile institutions a.re
moving in the direction of treatment oriented programs. Progress has not been
made to the point that therapy can be provided to any great degree for the
emotionally disturbed juveniles committed to them~ Fourth, Colorado has no
institution which provides intensive inpatient treatment for seriously disturbed
juvenileso
Program Needs for Emotionally Disturbed Juveniles
Diagnosis of emotional problems without the means of providing the recommended
treatment is 8imilar to giving a patient aspirin when the diagnosis indicates an
appendectomy. This has most cften been the case in Colorado when diagnosis indicates
that a youngster needs long-term inpatient treatmento In these caeee where
outpatient treatment is recommended~ then, is more chance of it.a being provideds
but usually only after a long waiting period~ tn many cases this long waiting
period results in help being offered too lateo
Diagnostic CentfH• Recommendations
Many youngsters who are evaluated by the Diagnostic Center are returned to their
communities or to the state institution of referral without the facilities
or professional personnel available to carry out the recommended course of treatmento An analysis of 327 cases evaluated by the Diagnostic Center between July~
1955 and Novemberg 1957 shows the followin~ breakdown of the Center's recommendationsa

home

Outpatient psychiatric treatmentooooo,00000000038%
Case work serviceBooooooooooooQoQOooooooooooooo?.8%
Foster home placemento"""""ooaoooooo,000,0000,016%
Inpatient psychiatric treatment.00000000000000018%

~,
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Actually a greater proportion of the youngster:, might benefit from inpatient
psychiatric treatment, but the center. recognizing the lack of such services. haB
r.-.,.d\~ other less desirable reoommendations which it feels have more chance of being
carried out.
The Diagnostic Center re?ort to the Children's Laws Committee covering the
period from July~ 1955 to November, 1957. makes the following comment on avail•bility
of services and facilities.3
'tThough facilities do exist within the state to provide some children
with the services listed above (outpatient treatment, case work, foster
homes) they are too limit~d for these recommendations to be c&rried out in
more than a small pcrcenta~e of the cases. In addition, the need for
facilities beyond those already existing within the state continues to be
a problem"
On oooaaion~ placement in out-of-state institutions has been
recommended or admisaicn to private inatit~tions such as Forest Heights
Lodge he.s been effected to meet some of the demand for facilities which
do not exist at presento Even this does not begin to meet the need for
inpatient psychiatric treatment indicated in 20-30% of the ca.sea. 11

This observation of the Diagnostic Center's proreasional staff was concurred
in by others at tha Children's Laws Committee's regional meetings. The judges,
other public officials~ and le.y peoplo pointed out that they either had no
resources or insufficient resources to carry out the recommendations of the
Diagnostic Centero Mental health clinics were overcrowded in some communities
and nonexistent in otherB. Jt was difficult to find suitable foster homes for
emotionally distu~bed juvenil~s- ~nd except for the few for whom services could b9
purchased by the welfare department, there was no way in which inpatient treatment
oould be pruvidedo

Denver Are& Walfare Council Study
The study of emotionally diaturbed youngaters in the Denver metropolitan area
made by a committee of the Denver Area Welfare Council showed a breakdown of
recommended treatment ror 421 of the 497 problem juveniles in the three months
period covered by the eb.idyo This infonnation is shown in Table III.

3~

Children's Diagnostic CentAr, Summary Report, July 1955 -- November 1, 1957,
po6o
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Recommended 1r~atment for 421 ~motionally ~isturbed Juveniles,
lkr; v•2T H;;, tropoli tan 1\rsa, Se lee ted Three HontJ-: Period, 1S57 .a

No. of

Recommended
Trea tm0nt

Youngsters

,-,,
Residentici1
' "'
u,·
Outpatient
! l!UC
··, ·, hiatristb
Outpatient ./.1...,
Case iiork
Foster l) rq,1~
Group Care
Closed F::i,~·J 1-i 1 ·,·
~

I

Total
a.
b.

c.

74

l'er Cent
of Total
17 .8%
44.0

185

49

11.7

73
18

:;_7 .1
4.3
,1.0

17

l.2
lOO.G%

5

421

Youngsters
provided
treatment

.Per Cent Treated
of those
recommended
For Treatment

;) f,

4.0%
23~8
(i7 .3
78.7

10

58.3

1

20 •.:.

3

44
33

~-s. 9

154

36. s:1c

A Stuct,y_ ~i__ the Needs of ~motional ly Ui s tur bed Children in the Denver Area,
Denver· Arr-a Welfare Counci 1, September 1958, p .5.
Younr;s-r ,-,r:" "'( 1 r,rred to psychic' tris t:5 in private practi c0 1 because of fami ly 1 s
abi J. its t, .. ;niy.
Youngs t~.s wh-::, needed not or.ly r~ s id,, n ti a J t rea tmen t but also c 1 o se
superv i ~.ion or i so l:ci tio n t,, prev~ nt GamB ge to r, t!,e rs and themse 1 ve s •

Thi~; t;1ble shows th,.1t rr·sici ?r.hcl1 treatm(;nt was recommendPci 1;-i ~,:i.most lSJ~:i of the
cases, v~rv similar to the proportion re:::ommended by the Diagnostic Center., Hore
than h .1 ; t r, f these youngsters we re recommended for cu tpa ti ent trei'l tment by a mE:tn tal
he;i J 1,, -, .: i1ic or a psychiatrist in pri vu te p·ac tic2
Q

Apprnxiri1;:itely one-fourth of them were recommended for less drastic help thrcugh
group care -i case 1-·o rk service, or foster homes .. These three, which are pri mari 1 y
soc ia 1. work services j W(~re c 2rr ied out to a greater r•x tent tba n those rec o-.nmc nd a ti en.~
which invc-::. ved either inpatient or ou tpa ti en t p s yd1 i.,1 td r he::_~. On:y fou~ psr .: en t
of t bo se: youngsters for l-,hom resident i a 1 trea. t men t was recommended rec e.1 ved 1 t ~ The
results were better for those for whom outpatient treatment through ciinics was
recommended, but on l;y 44 out of the ::.85 received such help o 1'he f ,:1 c-: that twe,- thirds
of those for whom a private psychiatrist was recommended received such help is an
indication of the financial stilndlr;g cf these younp,sters 1 families as t:ell as of
their famili~s 1 understanding cf the need for such helpo
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The Denver Area Welt'are Council &tudy also showed that effort was made to do
som~thing for many youngsters for whom the original recomrr~ndation of inpatient
t·"otttment waa not carried out. 4
"More than 40 per cent of the 71 children who needed -- but did not
receive -- such care were provided casework service as a substitute.
Despite its contributions, casework is not an adequate substitute for the
24-hour specialized care, including intensive and individual psychotherapy,
needed by these children.
Fifteen cf the 71 children received clinic outpatient care or treatment
rrom a psychiatrist or psychologist in private practice, Seven were placed
in a closed facility# either the Convent of the Good .Shepherd or the" State,
Hospital at Pueblo.
Ten of the 15 children in need of private psychiatric or psychological
tr'eatment received~ instead, the service or caseworkers.

Cas~work agencies also worked with a majority of the children for whom
racomrnendea clinic treatment was unavailable. Again, despite the contribution
which casework can make to individual rehabilitiation, caseworkers were asked
to perform a service which could net generally achieve the needed results.ff
Tne~tient Treatment
The Dia~nostic Center report and the Denver Area. Welfare Council study point up

the need for inpatient treatmont facilities and increasing outpatient treatment both
throu~h the expansion of existin~ mental health clinics and the creation of new ones.
The need was also shown for more foster and group care homes for emotionally disturbed
juveniles and for additional trained personnel to provide case ~ork services.
'While a residential treatment facility appears to be the number one priority,
it may be more desirable in the long run to provide other services first. The oost
of tTeatmentp the availability of personnel, and the number of juveniles who will
receive such treatment all have a bearing on this decision.
Cost of Treatment. Residential treatment units are very expensive to construct
and ◊perate" -irlieAmerican Psychiatric Association recommends that the maximum size
of unit should bo 20 to 25 beds in order to provide the best treatment. It would
be possible to hav~ several of these self-contained units within the same institution.
Construction coats of one of these units is estimated at $200,000 or more,and
O?eration costs are esti~ated ~t $10~000 per bed annually or $260»000 for a 25 bed
unit,-

4.

A Study of the Needs of Emotionally Disturbed Children in the Denver Area.
Denver Area Welfare Council 9 September 1958~ p.7.
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A~ailabilitf of Personnel. There is an acute nation-wide shortage of trained
child psychlatr sts and psychologists. Some prefer to remain in private practice,
and the competition among states for those interested in public service is keen.
Even with a more competitive salary scale, the shortage makes it doubtful that a
sufficient number could be recruited to staff anything but a small inpatient treatm6nt center without causing gaps in other levels of service.
Number of Juveniles. The cost of constructing and operating even one 20-26
bed residential treatment unit makes it un)ikely that it would be financially
possible for the state to build enough units in the immediate future to meet demands
for this kind of treatment. It would cost at least '800,000 to build enough units
to take care of 100 juveniles at an annual operating cost of $1,000,000. Patient
turnover in residential treatment units is slow, because many youngsters may have to
spend from two to five years before they are ready to return to society.
Because of the ireat expense involved for the treatment of so small a number
of juvenilesp inpatient treatment services must be considered within the framework
of an over-all juvenile mental health program.

The case histories of most of the youngsters for whom intensive inpatient
treatment is recommended show that they have been emotionally damaged over a period
of several years" This indicates that either they haven't received any treatment or
that the treatment received was incorrect or insufficiento In other words, the
sooner an emotionally disturbed youngster is identified and diagnosed, the greater
likelihood that outpatient treatment, foster home placement, or case work services
will sufficeo
Tf it is desirable to reach these youngsters as soon as possiblep it can be
argued that in developing a comprehensive program for emotionally disturbed juveniles,
th~ initial emphasis should be placed on pro~tding the services which will accomplish
that goalo This should have tffi effect of reducing the number of juveniles who in
the future :may need inpatient treatment.
Cost is also a bi~ factor in the decision as to which portion of the total
program should be developed initiallyo Inpatient treatment units are a necessary
part of the over-all program but limited funds and the shortage of personnel may
make it difficult to construct and staff such a unit and develop any other part of
the program st the same time. The $460~000 which it would cost to construct and
operate a 25-bed residential treatment unit might be spent more advantageously and
reach more youngsters, if used to expand community mental health clinics and the
treatment programs at Golden and Morrison.
Diagnostic Services. While there are currently many more youngsters who need
evaluation than can be diagnosed. there is little point in expanding diagnostic
services further until substantial advances are made on the various treatment
levels. All that would result from such an expansion of diagnostic services would
be an increase in the number of youngsters for whom there is a prescription but
no medicine.
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Expansion of' the oommuni ty c li ni o program would i norease both diagnostic and
treotment sor,.ricoso Thi!! increase in diagnostic services at the community level
mt~ht result in a lesaer burden on the Diagnostic Center. With more diagnosis
pr·ovided at the community level~ expansion of the Diagnostic Center might be
deferred in f&vor of the treabnent aspects of the programo

The Colorado Medical Center has proposed an expansion of the Diagnostic Center
pro~ram which would mRk9 it possible to evaluate 400 youngsters a year instead of
the pre sent 28 5" If such expansion is ma de., it is proposed that an office building
and an inpatient unit to house 15 juveniles be constructed on the medical center
crunpus"
Ths office building is reouested so that the space now being used to house the
Diagnostic Center may be returned to the psychiatric outpatient clinico If the
younp.:aters being. evaluated were housed at the mod1cal center it would give the
Dia~nostic Center staff the opportunlty to observe the youngsters in a group setting
and would ellmlnate the hothor nnd time loss involved in transporting the youngsters
to and from th!:! stl'l.te children"s homeo

'l'he cost of construction for the office building and the inpatient unit is
estimated at $393&000~ $184,000 for each building. and $25,,IJOO for equi.pment
'Ihis
increased program would also require a budget increase o Instead of the present
annual bud~et of $50,,000, $110r000 has been requested" This increase would provide
for additional poychiatric and psychological services as well as for cottage parents
t0 staff the inpntient unito It would also cover thn cost of housing and maintaining
the youn11;sters in thn i npA tient unit and the Dia p.;nost_ic Center's prorated aha.re of
the Mnrl.ical Center'' s H.dmini strative overh,:,ad including; pet'sonnel and financial
adminjstrRtion and general services such as telephone, garage. supplies~ and
tnsu ran 0e o
0

As an alternative to the medical school proposal, it has been suggested that an
t~xpandE>d Ditlp.:nostic Centr;;r should be 1.1n adjum:t to an inpatient treatmrmt centerR
and that both should be under the same general administrationo It is feared that
unl1:JBS the -varJ ous aspects or the over-all progre.m are coordinated, overlapping of
some rune ti ons and gaps in others wi 11 result c The best ti me to d1:1ve lop proper
coo:rrl lm1 ti on i i'I when the program is in the pl a.nn i ng stages , before the construe tion
or buiidinga and tho provision of staff commit the ntate t~ a degree that makes
chan~e difficulto

The tfodiae.l c~nter has indicated it is in fundamental agreement with this
At the public h-=iaring heJd in September. 1958, on the development of a
mental h'lal th program for _iuveniles by the Cornrni ttee on Children I s La.wa 9 Dr~ Robert
Glazer$ Dean of the Medic~l Center and Dr. Herbert Gaakill. Director of Psychiatric
Services for the Me die a 1 Center re commended the planning of an over-a 11 progrem
and cautioned a.~ainat mo.king any commitments out of line with that programu While
thoy we re conce- rno d with the future of the Diagnost i o Center., which i fl in its
fourth year of opRretion on a temporary basis~ they felt that it could b~ operated
on an expanded basis either nt the Medical Center or in con,junotion with inpatient
treatment I'acilittenc

approacho

'

.

Day Care 1 rNl. tment o ,~, lt:- ss cos t:y method of providing inpatient treatment has
been suggested by the Jvledical Center and the director of the mental health project
for the Western Interstate Commission f0!" HirhE-r Educationo Instead of, or in
addition to, an tnpa tient treatment center, it is pre posed that day care treatment
centers be established.
There are several advantages to the substitution of day
c.:1re centers for residential treatment centers. l) It is less expensive" The cost
of coni:;trt1din,r: and operating day cire centers :is one-third to one-half less than
for inpatient treatment center3. 21 It can be operated with a smaller staff than
an inpatient trcat~ent center - an i~~ortant factor, considering the shortage of
professional per':,,,,,,,!l. 3) J t allc,ws the juvenile to remain in his own environment
when suitable, t\\•·r:.·b:v mainta.i.ning famil,v ties and a familiar social situtation" If
the home env1r .. rnnt•nt 1.s not su1 table~ foster home placement can be substituted, which
would sti i 1. (• 1 "•• thcs juvenile the ben2fi t of a more ncrmal social si tutation while
undergoing tr·,-,, l w·n L
4) l t can furn1 sh all the treatment methods used in mental
hospitals and ··-~idcntial centers.

Whi :;_fc i i nr ,',ba bly would be necessary to have an 1npa tient treatment center for
those youngster--, wlx, need to be confined continuously during treatment, day care
centers could provide adequate treatment for a large number of juveniles. In
endorsing the u5e of day care -treatment, the University of Colorado Hedical Center
feels that the establishment of~ pilot day care treatment center at the medical
schoo 1 l<'OU lct be a major con tr i bu t1 on to the development of a total state pro gram
for the emotionally disturbed juvenile.
Deve1cpment c 1 Other Services" r:mphasis should not be pla-:ed on the development
of diagno~ t: ,:. and psych :.a tric tre~ t men: ser-vi ce s to the extent that related functions
are ignored o The .::our-ts~ the schoo is i prc,ba tion and parole departments~ welfare
agencies, and the b,,,ys 1 and g:1.r::i:;;.' schoo?_o:; all play an important role in working with
the emotionally disturbed juvenile" Usua:· ly it is one of these agencies which
has the ini tia1- contact with the emotion;~:;_J_y disturbed juvenile~ makes the preliminary
evaluation, and refers him for professic-n":.. di3gnosis and treatment"

In m,, ny i n5 tances these a gen.::.i es ;). ,·e a 1.30 1 nvo '.!ved in the treatment pro gram; for
example, case work services and foster home placement are provided by the welfare
departmeni, the two juvenile i~sti 1;ulioris have the oppcrtuni ty to provide treatment
during the period of comrr.itment, and sch(:ols may provide coum,eling and special
educati0n programso
Treatment is not limited to prcfessi.on~l psychiatric and psychological services.
In the broadest sense~ 1t inv,:;1ves almost evE:ryone who comes in contact 1iith the
juveni~.c du!"tni:: -the time in ,.,hi,.;h hl.s prol:lems prevent him frc,m becoming an
integrateda productive member 0f &or1ety. ~or thi& reason it is i~lortant that:
1) judges have a knowledge of the problem<;. involved and courts are staffed with a
sufficient n1@ber of qualified probation officers~ 2) schools are ~taffed with
psychologi;;; ts and c..ase wurkers; 3) juvenile parole officers are qualified and
have manageable case loads; 4) welfare agen::.'.'..es have sufficient personnel to
provide c~s~ work services and find Additiona~ foster homes; and 5) juvenile
institutions deve~op the treatment aspects of their programs.
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There a re :\a· th~r reasons that cone en tra tion on a treatment-oriented program is
necc s sary at the h10 3uvcni le ins ti tut ions..
First I a 11 of the younr,sters committed
to these institutirins ,dll be released in a r<>li.1tively short period of timeo Little
will be g8inert from these commitments if all pc~sible effort is not directed toward
making a successful return to society. Secor~, th~re is little justification for
the state tc, \"l!"ovide costly inpatient treatment fo, youngsters who might h.::ve been
helped at 1,·•,s <>xpense in the instit•Jtionsc

lle\·,, ·: cprn,"_' t of a Pror;ram for Emotiona 11:,r Disturbed Juveniles
Tl .ere ,1 r, ,~ 1 di 1. state a gene 1-es or .ins ti tu tions directly involved at present
in some aspc,.' ,,1 the dia?;nosis ;ini:1 treatment of emotiom1lly disturbed juveniles:

,'\:c;e ncy or h-1:_.__,_,_ 1u i.i

Function

r;n

L,

Herit,,·1 Ji.-,, iif-1 U1.v1sion, State
DepcH 1.,mr;n t ,1f Public Health

State aid, personnel, and coordination
for community clir;ict>

2.

Child Welfore Division, State
Department of ~ublic Welfare

Financing and p :.a cement of youngsters
needinr residential treatment,
:c:tssistan::e tt, cou,~ty departments in
prnvidinr foster h0me~ and carrying
out othe;- trea tmen~ ,ccor1menda tions

3o

Mental ilt:>H lth and Specia 1 Institutions
Division, St~tc Department of
Edu cat i un

Ass1stance and consultation re:
in(;titu'::ir,naJ education, treatment
a·rl rehabili1at1c~ prcgrams

4o

Stat~ Department of Ins ti -tutions

Providing staff psychi~trists for
juvenile institutions, ~tatutory
Gontrol of .;;tate hosp.i.t.iJ_ anJ boys'
s :: ho,} l, s ta tu tory supervision of
g~ rJ.$

1

sr:hc ,i:

5.

Inn 1',;rsi ty of Colorado HecticaJ School

Operation and st2r1·in~ of Diagnostic
Centeri ass1siance tc ~ommunity ~linics

6.

Colorn~o State Hospital

Coi:ifi r.E"ment .:,f -,ome ?.motionally
d!~turGcd juve~i~es

7~

Sta t~ Training &.:h oo 1 for

Bo

State Indu3tria1 Sct~ol for Boys

Gi!' 1s

Confinement of 1Jt::,_:.nquent:;;, cons:rvction
and staffini:i: of treatment center f:)r
dis turhe<l g1r ls commi ttcd to ins ti rn t ion
Ccnfi;1emcnt of delinquents, d€veli:1pment
of professional. staff to work with
disturbed beys comr:-.i tted !..0 ins ti tut:on
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Central Planning and Direction
The number of agencies and institutions involved makes ooordins.tion of activities
and joint program planning imperative to avoid duplication of effort and miaallooation
of personnel and resources. It is neither necessary nor feasible that the total
pro~ram be under the direction at one department. Rathe~ there should be central
contTol in so far as is praotical with formal lines of coordination set up among the
participating agencies.
The Department or Institutions has been suggested as the agency in which a
considerable portion of control and coordination of the program might be placed.
The department already has statutory control or supervision over the three institutions
presently handling emotionally disturbed juveniles. and it works closely with the
Mental Health and Special Institutions Division of the State Department or Education.
Any new facilities on a state level mi~ht also be placed under the department's
jurisdiction. The Department of Institutions might also be made responsible for
program coordination with the welfare and health departlllents and the medical school.
Before the Department of Institutions can successfully undertake this major
responsibility, it would have to be adequately staffed and the laws reviewed to
determine the statutory changes needed to provide the proper statutory framework for
its expanded operations. 'lhe department is presently staffed by a director, his
secretary and two pa rt time psychiatrists. The a ize of the department' a staff and
the virtual independence of the institutions make any effective coordination and
control at the present time practically impossible.

,..

Crbation of a department of mental health or a department of mental health
and corrections, with the. abolition of the Department Qf Institutions, has also
been su~gested. Thia department would have the major responsibility for the
correctional and mental health programs. Other plans. such as the creation of
separate departments for corrections and mental health,with the transfer of juvenile
and charit~ble institutions to the State Department of Welfare, have also been
proposed.
'This variety of proposals and the increasing concern with institutional
coordination and planning demonstrates tha interrelationship of a program for
emotionBlly disturbed juveniles with other state responsibilities such as corrections.
adult mental health, and mental defectives. Consequently, the Committee on Children's
Laws has requested the Governor to consider the appointment of a committee to draft
specific legislation to strengthen the Department of Institutions, and that such
legislation be ready for conaideration by the 1st session of the 42nd General
Assembly. The Committee requested further that the Governor consider appointing
to this committee professional staff personnel, legislators, and lay people who
have been closely connected with institutional programs and problems, and that
this committee review all of the recent institutional studies made by or for
legislative and administrative agencies. before making its recommendations.
Stages of Program Development

IL

While central planning ·and coordination are the key to the development of a
sound program for the emotionally disturbed juvenile. consideration must also be
given to the seouence in which this program is developed. Considerable agreement
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11.st ':-: -•~-1 ·,r:.t:2s

'1-r~s

re2ch0.d at the pu01ic he?.rinp- held or: September 26 by

tne Children',- I__,,<; ,:,-_,ri:.:_11-t,:·o to vhic'.1 '.'!ep3:rtt>.-nt f:e:ir1s and represent?°!:ives of
interested a'7Cfa.•;,_c, ·nt,r-,• lr.vttN1.
'ihe co:,{:ensu-" :,f opinion 1Th::1--:c..tcd that the
pr;:,vr;:,m ,;;hcu·cct 1 --- .:c -,, cpcd :in this c,rci.e-ro
ri._cic'.c as ·b) h0•1' i:;;0re effective use c.;m be
!'~;:.~:. 1- .. p-~ nov c1v2:Jlil.b1e,,

'.J'<•

2)

-:lf: b$ pJ.. :i. c:· '.~,e de1l:icpment and expenc.sior:: cf com'::" '1"1 the:,;;e ar-o ff>:: ,;.:,rncrstone of an over-<'11: program.,
1
,q,:.s shoitM bt set up 1.c sparsely settled areas.,

j,,;;i·

0
0
,::..,

'l' ' .

h'. - .

'

\

·,r,,·.nt o:' a da,v C?",!"e c0nt.sr shot.old L'e the first step in pro. ;.ire 1npa"t1er.t treatn0nt pro}:r<1111,, Tr.e develcpment of a
·, irter should be reJated to vn expansion of the foster home

': ' ''

r1 ' .

.-.\ i

r.,f tf"_e Uiagnostic Center sl':ould be determined by total

::,xp:1:-

t, ,,,
>J de'~ 8:ld a pcrrnancn1 center shr_cu1d be set up in the test
· .• ,:,;,_--;:i::r- It>:- cec,rd:Lnatl.cn of diaf-':ll)Stic anC: treatment servfr-e:s.,

of an ini;:atient trez.,tment center sho"Jld be considered
, ; ~ ·,n tc the tc-ta::. prog;ri,,m.

· •;f·i,k'"vt

An e·xc,··t_.-c,:"''
in the ◊:L•'i:,1 er

,:-a~:.':>n fo-:;; ,;-:nt,'.,x. cf d::.::q:~,r,st~,:, ar.d tredtmer!'. f2.Gilities 1
Children's I.eve- Cc,m1ru.tt,:r.-:, wc,u;d be the State Ch:,.:i.dren's Home
in DenVt>.C',
~'c ere ::;,_,- •.\ ~:r,ns1.th::n:1l:1r- ;1"'.l'"',.ou,11 of" land a~readv availab'..ei and the
locaticn !.:;; c-_,,ss •~r:,,u;"t'. to the l'nl,,e-,,::.-ity cf Colt>rado Medi.ca~ C,-:ntcr to
facill tafo an intet·chiH"lt!<: of profe~s:u:,:r.a:. staff~
;.i,'-'.-

0

I:::_

enor.:._.
suL··

, may bz: ;,·.':>sihi.e t,._. u.s .._• :-,om,:; cf t!1e hmr.e,'s nr-0s0nt .f2.c1J...itie;:. i'o:r
r::f ':he '-t'd'idrcn. 1 s home can l:,e

·,· 1:;;.turLr-r. s1vnr::j,.,., 1 i.f the p0;:.,1.:'.L11.ti0:1
'y

redm,Fd t:'Jr;;,u)'h

,~r,

ac·:..c.~.• r0":,c(! f.:,s~r:.r ho!'le c.nd a,joption placement

pr-c,;;-;_1~•,.
Ti-:<: C;,mmitt,cn on Child~e-~•s- l,cn::.: rt:C.\Jtnruends tha': '!he Ch.i.:l..d Welfare D:ivision;
Sio.t:- !), : .. :"·ri10rt cf We!f-cre he _;:_.,-~r,n th'2 r2'H:>111s1bili ty r,,r tr.~ adoption z.nd foster
h,)nH: ,-~•"·''n,'.•nt prc;:::·,;i,m, :'\s l t -:s ':iu::h h,:':"t"'r st0ffed to perfo~:-::: 'these furi::tl.nns
"thci.r, ) ·· 1•• - ::!•1 ·:-1.,.-,.~n 1 s 1~om.-,~

•:M1r:,,1,,,::~.iYc ;;_dt,rJ.~_1,;f1 "r'"':1 J'L"~::::ri:mt p~ornom !.s :.Hft:,:h,:d. 1 :i.,1; w::.J.1 be
.s"".1.;riy ~i-e,_L (,;~ rh<: d11!dre1 -'lt the bo~e t;) deternr:nz: tht:lrpotentJ.al frr· p'."o.k'CPrr'ent nnd -:.:he 'type 1,\ wr.v·.~Fil'JF!l:'-rtt to 1·.TI::.ch "the,y may be best
suited~ It ·1.s <o::-.y,~,;;~\;!d that a r,ur.ib¼r ;)f yotmgsti'.rs at the hon:e: l'H.11 be found to
)~:tr:·,,·,-:,

net\::SSZ.f';/ ·::•l h(\'tc ;,.

have physic::1. :'1::tS. "!llnti.otia'.L r,robl0M'5 ,:f---j_rh nt1ke them present:y u~p:lacN'lble. It
is like:>"y th,t '".?,L\T ,,r 1hi,;s,, .~·t,1.n:+:0:,.rs ;1r1;:;: -.in r:,:ced of the kinds 0f 1ntensive
tre-atm".'.:ni vhicb ,-:m1ld bo pr<,\'idl'fd us p,;1.d of ":be pr-o~am for cmot:::.nally disturbed
juvcm.les" If ~vet' is the. r:,_1 ~--,; ·~ t m1,c:.ht be possibh: to change 1:he func:ion of the
chi ldre;:1 1 s huae. f:::-,,m the can, of dcpe'\'ld.:·:rt t:hil.dren '!0 the care of eranti.onally"
disturbed y,::nmgst<:?n>., Prior to O'lftl{ing thi:3 propcscd chanr,e, cnnsidern.tion should
be c:ivcn Lo the administration and organnation of tr.e ch1.ldrcn' s home and its
place i~ th~ statets institutional picture.
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The need for a case by case study of the youngsters at the home and for review
of that institution's organiiation and progr~~ prompted the Committee on Children's
Laws to make a further request of the governor. The committee has asked him to
consider the employment of the Child Welfare League of America to make a study of
the home as soon as possibl~. the results of such study to provide a guide for the
development of a program for int'ensive foster home and adoption placement so as to
reduce the home's population and to serve as a basis for the future direction of
the home's programQ
This proposed study could be set up to do~etail with the case by case study
of youngsters ~t the home now being ma.de by tne director of pediatrics at Colorado

General Hospitalo If this were donep this phase of the study, now estimated as
needing eight months for completion, would be accelerated. The committee feels
such acceleration is necessary in order to get the adoption and foster home placement program into operation as rapidly as possible. A year's experience with this
placement progrem should provide a sufficient indication as to whether the present
population of the home can be reduced sufficiently to shift the institution's
emphasis away from the dependent childo
Other Possibilities
~

Federal surplus land at Ftv Logan has also been suggested as a possible
location for setting up a complex of diagnostic and treatment facilities not only
for juveniles, but for adults as wello Negotiations are currently under way between
the state and national governments for the acquisition, of this property.
The creation of an interstate facility for emotionally disturbed juveniles
within the framework of the Interstate Compact for Juveniles, ratified by the
Colorado General Assembly in 1957, has also been suggesteda The agreement on
interstate institutions signed by the 11 western governors is also comprehensive
enough in scope to provide for the establishment of such a facilityo

It is argued that interstate facilities would save money because of shared
construction and operational cqstso However, Colorado has more than enough emotionally disturbed juveniles of its own to fill completely any facilities which may be
set up in the next raw yearsQ
Children's Lawe eammittee Recommendations
The Committee on Children's Laws recommends:
l)
2)
3)

4)

5)

the diagnostic center be continued on its present basis until the
details of an over-all program for emotionally disturbed juveniles
are worked out;
steps be taken to develop a central institutional progra.m;
consideration be given by the General Assembly to provids additional funds for
the development of community and regional mental health clinics;
a day care center on pilot basis be set up as the first step in a
residential treatment program; and
study and consideration of changing the functions of the state children's
homei with the use of the grounds at the home for setting up a complex
of diagnostic and treatment facilities,including a permanent Diagnostic
Center.
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IV
OTHER C1 l..,\t,.(;:Es J N LAWS REL\ TTl\G TO cmLDREN

In addi ti.on to -its study of Juvenile pr0ba tion and parole and the emotionally
disturbed juvenile, the committee ha~ considered several changes in the laws relating
to relinquishment, adoption 1 depend2nc,y, and deiinquency. The committee's recommendations on the:c,e :c; tatutf's ,ire based on i +.s regional hearings and considerable discussion
and cons u! La ti on ,.. i_ th county and j uv e ni ~.e judges and state and local child welfare
officiah"u
Re linq ui shmen t

Relinqu1 -J.:;t1 r1 t is the process by l--.'h-1ch parents voluntarily r:ive up custody
of their child nr i,:ldreno In Colorado, such rf':linquishment is necessary before the
child or chi lrl n·n om be legally placed for adoption, except for those children found
by the cour-t to be dependent o Upon such finding of dependency the court may terminate
parenta} cu~,t,;dy.

Four chang:c,s in the relinquishment law were considered by the committee~
elimination or e,urtailment of the court I s autho:ri ty to place rel1nquished children
with "whomsoever" it sha:i.1 see fit: 2) an addition to the section defining jurisdiction ,ind veuu~ to show the relation.ship "!:;etween rehnquishrnent and dependency
proceedings~ 3) an addition to the section on pro-::;edure and hearings which would
give the :::curt di_::;cretion in notifying the husbar:rl of a married woman desiring to
relinquish a ;_ h1 :!d al le ~ed to be 1,0 rn -.;.u t of 1ie:d1 (K.k; and 4) not if ica tion of the
court of th~ di sposi ti.on of a e,hild placed -~,i th an agency for adophon.,

1)

Whomsoeve~·· C ..ause o
Relinquii,hrr1ent :;_~ defined by 22-5-J CRS 1953 as the process
by which c:hi1-dr-en are voluntarily released tc the state children's home, county
departments of welfan•, or any lic,~n-sed ,":hi~d olacem\c!nt agencye Relinquishment may
also be made to certain namer! relative,-, through the provisions of 22-5-3 CRS 1953.,
The court is given the authority to .:n.'a~d ::ustody of relinquished young-sters to
11
whomsoever the ccurt sr1all ece fi t<i by 22-:-6 CRS 1%3., The courh have used this
provis~ on t<J give custody of child,en l.:ti persons c-ther than named relatives or
designat(,d agencies.. Host judge5 tnake the ms_j0:"":: ty of their placements through
agencies or to relatives 9 however.,
He:::.Jare nf ficiaJs reconnnended that the 1\-momsoe,,er" clause be repealed so that
all a"'ards of custody wouJ._d have to be mad€ Pi fa:•r to agende:; er re.\atives designat,?d
by statutt'~
There w,2:re t.wc maJC•r ~-eas,)!'S for th:i.s recOITIDlEndatio:o. First~ the welfare
offic..:ia:ls feel adoption placements shou:'.d te m,1.d;: ,)nl,y through agent'ies qualified to
make such placemen ts.,
Second 11 rest.rich on of adoption placement to agencies or
relatives would eliminate possi bl Ee pressures on the judge to ploce children in other
ways and would eliminate possible pressures en the Judge to pla,;;e children in other
ways and l--'OU 1d 1 imi t the ro ssi bil i t;y ti f pla,.: ing children with unsuitable families c
}iost of the judges pointed out that the~' make mcst of their µlac-=ments through
the desi~nated afencies or to relatives 1 uut that on occasion they have need of the
"whomsoever" clause" Occasiona 1 Ly prirents refuse to relinquish children unless they
can desivnate who shall receive the child" Welfare a~encies refuse to place children
if the parents know the adoptive famiho Consequently 9 if it is in the child 1·s best
interest to be relinquished, the court must make use of the 11 l--'homsoever 11 clause.
The jud,cres pointed out furth~r that removal nf the 11 whomsoever" clause in the
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relinquishment statute would necessitate a similar removal in the dependency
statutes to make both processes uniform. 1he judges felt that 11 whomsoever" was
even more important in dependency cases, because often they must take action promptly
to remove a child from his environment, and the designated agencies do not always
have a foster or group home avail~ble~

•
·

Rather than do al',ay Fi th the "whomsoever 11 clause entirely I the judges recommended
that its use be modified through a provision requiring the court to have a welfare
agency investir:ation of the home in l',hich they have placed the child. This investigation would not be binding on the court but would assist it in determining whether
the placement home 1-s suitable, The judges contended that it would have a further
advanta Re of focus Ing public attention on their pL,cements through agency participation, so that mblic pressure could be brought to bear on judges misusing the
11
whomsoever 11 clause,
Child welfare officials were of the opinion that this compromise proposal would
make them accessories after the fact and that similar provisions had not worked in
other states. They did not believe that many judge:s would remove children if agency
investiga tiuns showed homes to be unsatisfactory. In addition, such removal might
have a bad emotional effect on the child, especially if his previous environment was
not good, The agencies felt that adoption of this compromise proposal might lead to
increased use of the 11 whomsoever" clause I because it would be given additional legal
sanction. Rather than adopt the compromise, they preferred retention of the
11
whomsoever clause in its present form.
11

The Committee on Children 1 s Laws recommends that no change be made in the
whomsoever 11 clause at this tjme I because of the failure of Yelfare officials and
judi;es to agree on. an,,v proposal for change.
11

Relations hi Between Relin uishment and
Proceedin s. A section of the
relinquishment statutes 22-5-3 CRS 1953 provides that no parent shall relinquish
a child unless such relinquishment is in accordance with the relinquishment statutes,
and that no person shall receive a child for adoption unless a child has been so
relinquished. This pro vision is in conf lie t with the laws relating to dependency which
allow the courts to sever parental custody if a finding of dependency or neglect is
made. In effect, the relinquishment process provides for voluntary relinquishment and
the dependency process for involuntary relinquishment.
The Committee on Children's Laws recommends that this conflict be resolved by
adding~ clause to 22-5-3 CRS 1953 to the effect that relinquishment must be made 1n
accordance with the relinquishment laws except for involuntary relinquishment as
provided for in the dependency statutes,
Children Born out of Wedlock to Married Women,. Several of the judges recormnended
that the court be given the dis ere tion as to whether to notify the husband of a woman
who has a child allegedly born as a result of an extramarital relationship, It was
contended that in many cases notification of the husband might result in the breakup of
the marriage, which would be injurious to minor children, On the other hand 1 such
discretion, loosely construed, might result in the deprivation of the husband's rights
of due process.
It was also pointed out that the consent to adoption statute (4-1-6 CRS 1953)
states that the mother of a child born in wed lack as the result of an ex.tr a marital
relationship shall ~ive consent to adoption if the illegitirnacy of the child has been
established by a court of competent jurisdiction and notice has \Jeen given to the
husband of the mother of the child.
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The judges who favor-ed gi vi rig the court di sere ti on in these matters contended
that there should be no notice when thare vms .sufficient evidence to indicate that the
husband cou 1d not have fo thered the child o An example of sue h evidence would be the
absence of the husband from the home for a period of time which would have made it
impossible for him to be the fathero Welfare officials agree with the need to keep
the family unit together if at all poss1b:e~ but point out that they must follow the
present statuteo
The Connni tt:e~ on Children" s Laws ~ after co nsidera ti on of the ra mifi cations of
this problem, -:-ecc,mmends that such discretion be g1 ven the judges and that 22-5-4 CRS
1953 dealrng wi th n, 1 i nq u1 shmen t procedures and hearings be a rne nd ed to include this
provision phrased in such a way as to pr.event its abuse
The determination by the court
that such chj lrl was born out of wedlock shall establish the illegitimacy of the child
in ;ic cord a nee 1-,1 th the provisions of 4•-1-6 CRS 1953 o
O

Notifl cation of the Court Regarding Agency Placement. Several judges stated
that they are not info:nned of the disposition of children relinquished to an agency
for adoption pla::::ement. Agencies do not notify them of the disposition of children
who are adopted in other Gountieso They indicated a desire for this information for
their cc,nfid en ti c1. 1 !'..case files o The we 1f are a gene ie s indicated that they would be
happy to supply the judges with this 1nfcrmation.
The Committee on Children 1 s Laws recommends that an amendment be added to
22-5-6 CRS Hl 5 3 to provide that any pu blH. or private child place men t agency given
custody of a re1inqui shed child shall inform the court a.s to the ultimate disposition
of such child.
1he comrrrittee recommends further that a sirnilar amendment be added to
2 2-i-6 CRS 1953 to require no tifi cation of tht:? ::::ou:-t 1 n the dis position of dependent
Ghi ldren 'lo ho se cus tcdy \,ras placed w1 th puh::ti.: or private agencies
0

0

One addi tiona~ change in the ad:,,phon s tatu:es was considered by the committee"
The judges pointed out that a petition for 3doption was not usually filed until the
child had been in the adoptive home fo:- a -::onsiderabl.e period of time~ sometimes as
::._ong a 3 a year o 'l'he Judges felt that this delay made 1 t dif f1cul t for them to
exerci;;e judicial discretion 9 becaus:: falJ.u:-e tc approve the adoption might be extremely
upsetting to the child who had estab::.i shed Toots in his new environmentc In effect~
the cou~ t hearing on ad op ti on H! the 5,:, r as e 3 bee ome s a rubber stamp for agency action.
The judge3 recommended that the pet1t1on be filed as soon after plac.ement as possible 1
so that if deni.al of the ·:1.dop t.!.c·r:. "'as deemed nee es sary? it would have a less severe
effe,::;,t on the child" ! t ·was point~d Gu! ~ha: an ear~ hear1ng coupled with the granting
of an inte-r·locutory decree wou:..d st:. li leave the court an opportunity· to deny the
adoption at the timE: of the f 1 na ~, decree 9 if it was absolutely nee es sary o In addition~
the granting of an ear~y ;.nter-lo.:.u tory dec-r'Pe gives. a legal status to the adoptive
parents which they don'J t have> if they have actual but not legal custody of the child for
severa:i man ths before the peti tfon is f j }ed o The welfare agencies were in agreement
with this recommended change~
The Committee on Chi 1ctren • s Laws recommend 5 that -the s ta tu te pertaining to
adoption hear1ngs (4-1-7 CRS 1853; be amended by adding a se~tion to provide that when
the petitioner is not a relative or a stepparent of the child to be adopted 9 the
petition shall be filed no later than 10 days after the date on which the child is
first p lac.ed in the adoptive home o The court sha 11 then fix a date for hearing no less
than 30 days after the filing of the petitiono
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Dependency
Dependency is the
courts if the child is
22-1··1 CRS 1953. Some
com111j t tee were related
~hove.

process by which parental custody may be terminated by the
found to be dependent, abandoned, or neglected as defined by
of the changes in the dependency laws considered by the
to the amendments to the relinquishment statutes suggested

One further change was recommended to the committee by the judges and welfare
agencies. At present 22-~1-6 CRS 1953 provides only for termination of parental rights
if a finding of dependency is made. It was pointed out by judges and welfare officials
that in many cases the child may be found dependent, but other steps short of severing
parental custody might be taken to improve the situation while keeping the child with
his family. It is proposed that a provision be added to 22-1-6 CRS 1953 which would
allow the court to issue an order for temporary protection and custody of the child,
and outlining those steps which may be taken,short of terminating parental rights,when
such orders are issued.

,

The Conmittee on Children's Laws recommends that a section be added to 22-1-6
CRS 1953 which would provide for the followingt 1} award of temporary custody to
either or both parents, an appropriate relative or other person, a foster home or any
public or private institution or child placement agency; and 2) authorization to the
court in its discretion to require those persons legally responsible to support the
child, to reqU1re either parent to stay away from the home, to forbid conduct by either
parent harmful to the child, to permit either parent to visit the child, and to require parents to carry out or refrain from such acts as the court may find necessary
for the ch1ld 1 s welfare.
Delinquency

I.

•

r

'
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The committee has given consideration to revision of four statutes pertaining
to delinquency. Two of the four are related to court hearings on delinquency, and
the other two deal with institutional commitments.
Definition of Delinque~ The present statutory definition of delinquency
( 22-·B•r 1 ( 2} CRS 1953) has been interpreted by the Colorado Supre me Court to mean
that one act of del 1nq uency does not cons ti lute de l ·rnquency, but only the sec and and/
or subsequent ads. Man.,• judges feel that they do not have arzy jurisdiction over a
juvenile who has committed only one delinquent act. If such youngsters are brought
before them 1 usually an informal hearing is held. In order to provide the courts
with proper jurisdiction over juveniles who commit their first delinquent act, the
committee has considered redefining delinquency. The committee has drawn on the
Model Juvenile Court Act prepared by the National Probation and Parole Association
in developing a modern definition of delinquency.
The Co unn.i ttee on Children° s l.,\'l•i°S recommends that the definition of delinquency
be changed to read:
1) any juvenile under 18 years of age who has violated or
attempted to violate either once or more than once, any federal, state,or local law,
or mun.tci.pal ordinance, other than traffic ordinances~ regardless of where the
violation occurred; 2) any juvenile under 18 years of age who is habitually truant

I
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fr om school,

and 3) an,y juvenile under 18 years of age who is beyond the control
of his parent, guardian,cr oth~r lawful custodian to the extent that his welfare
or th~t of others is seriously endangered.

~~!fngu~~c~ Decree Provisions. At present each of two statutes, 22~8~1 and
22 ..,8~·1 l CRS 1953 1 out 1i ne in part the ways in which the court may dis pose of a
delinquency case~ There is some conflict between the provisions of these statutes.
For example 1 22-8-1 ( 4) CRS 195 3 limits juvenile pro ba tio n to two years, while 22-8-ll
places no limit on the time a juvenile may be on probation. Many of the judges have
tcquested that these statutes be revised so that all of the delinquency decree provisions are enumerated in one place" Such statutory revision would be editorial for
the most part rather than substantive.

.)
♦

The ConunLttee on Children's Laws recommends that all delinquency decree provisions
be enumerated clearly in 22--8••·11 CRS 1953 1 and that the decree provisions in 22-8-l
CRS 1953 be deleted.
In making this revision, juvenile probation shall be limited to
a. two year periodo
Increase in Adm.i ttanc.a Age at Golden. Under present commitment laws ( 105-1-.-7
CRS 1953)-boys 16 years of age or older can not be committed to the boys 1 industrial
school in Golden. A boy in this older age group may be committed to the state reformatory under the provisions of 22 -8-1 (3) CRS 1953 1 but only if his delinquency
is chron.ic or would constitute a felony 1f prosecuted under the criminal laws in
district court. Many judges have suggested that the age limit at Golden be raised
to include a.11 boys of' less than 18 years. They point out that many lx>ys between 16
and 18 :-hould be sent to the boys• school rather than the reformatory. The question
has a. Is o been raised as to 1,vhether it is constitutional to connnit a juvenile to the
r efor-ma t ory ( which is a criminal penalty) as a result of a trial or hearing which
the '-tatutes ph.inly charac.leri·le as a civil proc.eeding.
The dir·ector of the State Department of Institutions has opposed an increase in
the com.mi. tment age at Golden, because he feel& that the resultant mixing of boys who
r .rnge 1 n age fr om 10 to 18 would have a det r:i mental effect on the ins ti tut ion I s pro gram.
He would be agreeable to such an age change only if the institution were provided with
the nece-;;sary funds for constructing separate facilities and operating separate progr~s
within the inst1tution. The development of different programs within the institution
on the ba~ is of age and/or degree of ref ormab i l 1 ty is a des ired goa1 , in the opinion
of the comnn t tee. Su,_h segregation may be nee essary as a result of the ant 1cipated
itic.. rease :in inst it u1. ional populat 1on 1 even if the age limit for commitment is not
changed.
The Conmn t 1 e e on Children '1 s Laws re<.: omme nds that the age limit for commitment to
the boys' industrial schooJ be changed to include boys less than 18 years of age. This
recommendation ca.n be carried out through an amendment to 105°~ 1.,7 CRS 1953. Along with
this recommendation~ the comnuttee suggests that the Department of Institutions and the
superintendent of the boys" school give C;Onsideration to developing a plan for segre~
gat.irig the boy<, by age groups providing d1fferent programs within the present institu...
t1una1 framework.
Return of Incorrigible Juveniles. At the present time both juvenile institutions
have the statutory authority as prov1.ded Ln 105.,J--8 ( boys I school) and 105---2-31 (girls'
:, ch ool) to r·et urn incorrigible juveniles to the courts which committed them. Since
incorri. gtbili ty is included in the present definition of delinquency as well as in
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different language in the comm.ittee's suggested redraft, it is inconsistent to allow
the institutions to return a youngster for behavior which caused his commitment. The
committee feels that the institutions should be required to keep those juveniles who
are committed to their care. If these youngsters pose problems, the institutions
should make use of the psychiatrists and psychologists whose services are now available
to them.
The Connnittee on Children's Laws recommends that 105-1-8 and 105-2-31 CRS 1953
be amended to exclude authority to return incorrigible juveniles to the courts which
committed them. The connnittee recommends further that 105-1-8 CRS 1953 also be
amended to provide that boys given weekend or home leave in accordance with another
provisf on of this statute be placed under the supervision of the juvenile parole
agency during the period of such leave. The committee has added this recommendation
so that supervision on home or week81nd leave can be tied in with its proposed juvenile
parole program.

1.

See Chapter II for the recommendations on juvenile parole •
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